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"Eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty."  Wendell Phillips

DEFENDING THE PUBLIC’S RIGHT TO KNOW. . . AND RULE!

The Free Press contacted Captain Glenn
Hieronymus, a world renowned commercial
pilot and safety expert, who was reported in the
Pagosa Area, regarding the recent Air France
crash.  Captain Glenn is one of the most
experienced airline pilots in the world today,
with over 30,000 hours with a large airplane
strapped to his rear end, and a foremost
authority on air safety and travel.  
He is a certified domestic, and international,

air traffic controller, and served as the Air Safety
chairman for the Airline Pilots Association, also
know as ALPA.  In his fourty plus years of
service to the air safety and travel business, he
has encountered almost all possible senarios that
pilots and traffic control experts can face. 
The recent speculation about the Air France

accident being caused by lightning, he says, is
"most likely FALSE!"  In his international
travels aboard a Jumbo Air Buss he has been hit
by lighting three times. The Captain described
the effects of what he called "St. Elmos Fire" or
the usuall effects of an airplane experiencing a
lightning strike, as the energy of lighting is by
nature looking for the ground, and an airplane is
not grounded.   
The effects of this phenomena is usually the

energy gathers at the nose of
the aircraft and because of the
tremedous speed, and forward
momentum of the craft, the
energy will generally travel
down the cabin and is
dispersed out the tail or the
back of the aircraft. 
He also pointed out that

lightning cannot cause any “breakup” or instant
disintegration of such an aircraft. There was no
record of the standard practice to radio “May
Day, May Day,”  SOS, or “Pan Pan Pan,” which
means “ditching.” 
The point being made is that even if the

lightning did cause some sort of possible “flight
control mishap,” there would have been such a
warning immediately to notify authorities of the
situation.  Why didn’t  any such warning occur?
Recent theories just announced are that

“wind sheer” could stall the aircraft or cause loss
of control, flip the aircraft and cause structural
failure.  In this case, there would be little or no
chance to radio the situation.
Captain Glenn has been contacted by former

copilots who are currently Air Bus Captains
trained by Captain Glen and have been updating

Captain Glenn on this event.  They reported
that recovered pieces of the jet show evidence
that there was likely cabin pressure loss, sever
turbulence/wind sheer, or structural failure, or
possibly an explosion.
The pilot of the Air France jet had over

11,000 flight hours, and the reported rumors
that the pilot stalled the aircraft is “nonsense or
total ignorance.”
Stay tuned to our next issue as we update you

on this exclusive story to the Free Press.

Captain Glenn, involved in health and
wellness since 1965, started a health company
called Hieronymus Products, and is founder of
the organic “Life Elixer Wellness Tea.”  His
company distributes this tea throughout the
Southwest, and he has been featured on the
Today Show and the International Food
Network.   
For further information on his wellness

products, you can contact Captain Glenn at 970-
903-5311, Common Sense Cafe in Durango, or
www.captainglennsteas.com.  In our next issue,
we will have more on Captain Glenn’s health
product.

Colorado Leader has New, Energy-Saving Airport Design. By Jeff Maehr

No one need be told that our environment needs help, or that we must
quit wasting time and money on antiquated energy wasting processes.
Problems can be pointed out all day long, but where are the practical
solutions?
Jim Starry believes he has not only practical solutions to energy waste,

but ways to actually reverse such things as air and water pollution.
Jim has introduced a new air port design which would save 2-6 billion

gallons of fuel daily.  He has presented this revolutionary design to places
such as the EPA, FAA, USA Today, Wall Street Journal and multiple other
media outlets, only to be rebuffed.  

The people who built the
problem simply don’t understand
any type of solution, and that
includes the Kenan Institute
where Jim recently presented the
air port design to 55 doctorate
students, including professor
emeritus John Kasarda. 
Here’s the list of problems;
1.  Cancer rates within a 30

mile radius of major airports is
400 times higher than general
statistics. ( Source is Areco.org...
search “EPA cancer studies for
Minneapolis”).
2.  There are 2000 airport

expansion plans which the
Clinton administration arranged,
based on  house bill 2107, which
funded $51 billion dollars for this

expansion, but it is all based on antiquated designs which waste enormous
amounts of fuel, and create not only an environmental problem, but a
growing worldwide health and economic catastrophe. 
3.  China is building 400 new airports based on this old design, India

is building 28, Europe is expanding 3000, and Russian plans are unknown
but they are working on expansions.  In fact, the United States FAA states
that a 900% increase in airport construction will be accomplished by the
year 2050.  The EPA response... “this of no particular concern.” 
4.  Commercial planes are built unnecessarily to military standards.

This is a monumental waste of fuel in that these craft weigh up to 1
million pounds each,
which obviously uses far
more fuel to make them
airborn.
5.  There are plans for

2700 new A380’s, each
weighing 1 million
pounds and carries 500
passengers.  Each of these
A380’s takes more oxygen
in one hour than all the
human life on the planet
in that same hour.
Dr. John Firor, director of advanced studies at the national atmospheric

research stated recently “one gallon of  fuel creates 10,000 gallons of air
pollution.”  That would fill your three bedroom home.
The United States now has 6500 airports, 2000 major ones, and the

plan is to expand the  size of a majority of these which will only make
much worse the pollution, health and economic dysfunction of the US
currently in progress. See Airports, Page 3

Exclusive Direct Information to the Free Press:  Reports on
Recent Air France Plane crash not adding up, says expert!
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Mission Statement: 
The Southwest Free Press is newspaper dedicated to seeking the truth through research and investigation. We remain committed to the

mission of the free press in a free society – as a light, exposing corruption, fraud, waste and abuse of power wherever and whenever it is
found. We also seek to provide a free-and-open debate about the great moral and political ideas facing our great Republic, by providing a
truthful forum for our readers to interact with and join the Revolution to take our freedoms back.  Reprinting permitted with reference to
Southwest Free Press.

The History of SOUTHWEST Free Press
The Southwest Free Press was started by Jeff Maehr and Jeff Kelley as a continuation of the original Pagosa Free Press .  It is

published in Beautiful Pagosa Springs, Colorado.  The FP grows with each issue, and we will carry the torch and bring topics that
matter to County citizens and citizens across the Southwest and Country, in all aspects of life, whether they yet realize it or not.
Without the truth, we have no hope of a future worth living.  We hope our countrymen and women feel the same way and will join
together into a strong, free People! 

THE FUTURE?
That remains to be seen, and depends on all of us working together to bring change we “really” can believe in and support!

Legal Disclaimer
There is no legal advice within the pages of this paper. We do not offer legal advice on any topics within the Southwest Free

Press.   Any legal discussion is for information only and it is up to each of us to research the topics before making any decisions
or acting on information within these pages.  Any questions on legal issues should be discussed with an attorney or competent
legal counsel, or researched on your own.

Contact Information

FREEDOM IS NOT FREE... MAKE A PAYMENTWE THE PEOPLE-COLORADO
is working to restore America.  See:

wethepeoplecongress.org - givemeliberty.org

EDITORIAL
Divide and Conquer By Jeff

Maehr

It is becoming more and more transparent
how divided we are as a People.  I mean... we
have... what... Republican vs Democrat, Left vs
Right, Rich vs Poor, White Collar vs Blue

Collar, Black vs White, Religious Belief vs Religious Belief, Citizens vs
Law Enforcement, Government vs the People, families divided,
communities divided...  where do we stop this artificial divide?
Have we become so blinded to the theatre we are players in that we’ve

forgotten our true selves... our real lives?  Even the politicians have been
blinded into this divide... and take sides to stand for “their” turf, not
realizing they are also puppets in the agenda.  
The issues we face as a People are severe, even life-threatening, but a

vast number of us do not “get it.”  Is it shock, disbelief, willful neglect, or
what?  Yes, many people get what is happening, and we at the Free Press
get calls, emails and personal contact from people all the time that realize
the threats we face... the war we are literally in.  These people are working
to do something to prepare for the worst.
This has been discussed in many places, but it bears repeating because

things continue to worsen considerably;  If you do NOT have a plan to
deal with the cascading events which could rapidly descend on us in this
country, then you, and you alone will have to deal with the results of that.
This isn’t a game, it’s not a soap opera, this is real life, and just like

millions of people around the world before us, their world was turned
upside down because they did nothing.
Events to strongly consider, and prepare for as best you can:
1.  Economic collapse;  likely the U.S. dollar will soon cease to be the

world reserve currency, (by design) because no one wants to support us any
longer.  Only real goods, such as food, water, and such basics as seed for
growing food, tools, emergency stuff... will be of any use.  Silver and Gold
will likely be the only real money, aside from bartering.  Get your hands
on some silver, (the better investment because it is severely depleted, with
more Gold above ground that silver, and silver is an industrial and
commercial metal being used up).
2.  Health Crisis;  Health has been attacked for decades through drug

dependency, artificial food stuffs with chemicals acting to weaken defenses
and slow or prevent healing, and through infective agents being applied
into the population.  This WILL have devastating effects on many people,
so act to get yourself back to a more natural diet and lifestyle.  Remember,
there won’t be much, if any, help from the medical profession.  Nature will
have to be your only help.
3.  Support Structure;  The very state of our being divided as we are as

a People will support the enemy when things get tough.  Divided into
competing groups and ideas that are artificially created and being
promoted to maintain the divide.  Many of us don’t even know our own
neighbors, and if we do, it is a very casual “knowing” and is not one based
on trust, or being able to depend on them.  Do you know your own

neighbors?  Do you have ANY support group that would stand with you
and for you in tough times?  Are you building a network of like-minded
people who understand the times and are working together to create a
ready-response-team?  It will be vital to know who we can trust and to be
able to respond quickly if and when things begin to fall apart more quickly.
It is imperative that we bind together as communities, and have plans...

means to communicate if phones go out, means to feed ourselves, sources
of water... do the “what if ” list and realize just how dependant we have
been made, and how vulnerable we are in emergency situations.  I don’t
know how to make this more plain... we are in serious trouble, and it is
ONLY a matter of time before the threads unravel, and the system comes
crashing down.  Short of a miracle, and things are turned around in a
hurry, say by constitutional military working with citizens, which some
will, we will face times that few are ready for and that many will not be
able to deal with.
By having strong, united communities, we stand a great chance of

coming out of the potential struggles in fair to good shape, but the more
of us that are NOT prepared, NOT linked to others, NOT involved with
emergency preparations... well, those will be a detriment to any
community.  Think about it... how can a few fed and protect the many?
How can a few be everywhere?  How can a few guns protect the many?
How can any of us help someone whose health is in jeopardy?
This is a call to all who read this:  Start NOW, today, to make a plan,

obtain emergency supplies, make a list of absolute necessities... think
“survival.”  Join with like-minded people in your area  (Please see
“Attention Citizens of America” below) and build a “family” of people... a
“ready Response Team, a local “Guard” group.
Begin NOW to buy extra food and supplies... have a weapon and

ammo, get whatever you have put on your emergency list.  Do it NOW
while it is available.  The Free Press, in conjunction with the Archuleta
County Guard and other local groups, and other “County Guard Groups
forming, will be doing the same.  There is great strength in numbers and
in preparation.  We WILL need each other and if we are not united and
working together, we WILL be used as enemies BY the enemy!

Attention Citizens of America:
For those who take our times and our situation seriously, we call
upon everyone to reach out to like-minded people in your area and
begin NOW to prepare for the worst, and work to make it the best.
We NEED each other... we NEED a network... we need to know
each other and join forces.  If you want to make such contact and
don’t have anyone in your area, please contact the Free Press and we
will help coordinate contacts in your area so you can build the
support structures you know you will need.  Take this VERY
seriously because something IS in the wind.  Get going Churches...
God helps those who are “doers,” not hearers only.  Anyone
listening ONLY and doing nothing, will NOT succeed!!!
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Subscriptions to the FP:

We have been receiving requests for subscriptions to the Free Press
from California, Iowa, Missouri and points in between.  If you have
any interest in obtaining a subscription to the Southwest Free Press,
please send us your contact information.  We are reviewing the
feasibility of establishing a subscription service and want to see how
many people are interested in this service.  Email us at
subscriptions@southwestfreepress.com, or mail us at P.O. Box 2923,
Pagosa Springs, CO  81147, or call our tip line at 970-731-7311

House Bill Aims to Strip “Rightwing
Extremists” of Second Amendment Right
Kurt Nimmo, Infowars.com - http://www.infowars.com/house-bill-

aims-to-strip-rightwing-extremists-of-second-amendment-right/

A sinister bill working its way through the House may eventually
serve as a companion piece to the Department of Homeland Security’s
“Rightwing Extremist” report that labels veterans and advocates of the
Second Amendment as dangerous terrorists — H.R. 2159, The Denying
Firearms and Explosives to Dangerous Terrorists Act of 2009, sponsored
by Rep. Peter King of New York. 

The bill would “increase public safety by permitting the Attorney
General to deny the transfer of a firearm or the issuance of firearms or
explosives licenses to a known or suspected dangerous terrorist.” 
On April 29, with little fanfare or corporate media coverage, H.R.

2159 was introduced and referred to the House Committee on the
Judiciary.  The bill would “increase public safety by permitting the
Attorney General to deny the transfer of a firearm or the issuance of
firearms or explosives licenses to a known or suspected dangerous
terrorist.” The entire bill can be read on the Govtrack website.  A similar
bill was introduced in the Senate in 2007 but did not make it out of
committee.  As noted above, the DHS has compiled a long list of folks
the government considers terrorists. The bill, if enacted, would allow the
attorney general, a documented gun-grabber, to deny millions of
Americans due process. “[Rep. King] would deny citizens their civil
liberties based on no due process,” Larry Pratt, executive director of Gun
Owners of America, tells WorldNetDaily. 
Pratt worries that the new bill will be used in conjunction with the

DHS “Rightwing Extremism” report. “By those standards, I’m one of
[DHS Secretary] Janet Napolitano’s terrorists,” Pratt continues. “This
bill would enable the attorney general to put all of the people who voted
against Obama on no-gun lists, because according to the DHS, they’re
all potential terrorists. Actually, we could rename this bill the Janet
Napolitano Frenzied Fantasy Implementation Act of 2009.” 
On May 1, 2009, Infowars reported on the existence of another DHS

document, the “Domestic Extremism Lexicon.”  It adds more suspected
terrorists to the government’s list, including people working in the
alternative media, anarchists, pro-life activists, skinheads, lone terrorists,

members of the militia movement, “decentralized” terrorists, and others. 
The DHS reports were distributed to “federal, state, local, and tribal

counterterrorism and law enforcement officials so they may effectively
deter, prevent, preempt, or respond to terrorist attacks against the United
States.”
Earlier this week, a man was stopped in Louisiana and detained by

police for the crime of displaying a “Don’t tread one me” bumper sticker
on his car. A background check was conducted to determine whether he
was a member of an “extremist” group, according to The American
Vision website. “Don’t tread on me” was originally displayed on a flag
designed by general and statesman Christopher Gadsden during the
Revolutionary War. It is depicted as a terrorist symbol in the DHS
“Rightwing Extremist” report.  
Watch Video  Stephen Halbrook, Independent Institute Research

Fellow and author of the book The Founders’ Second Amendment,
testifies before the Senate Judiciary Committee in opposition to
Attorney General nominee Eric Holder. 
During Holder’s shoo-in confirmation hearings earlier this year,

Stephen Halbrook, Second Amendment attorney, detailed Holder’s
vehement opposition to the right to bear arms. Holder’s role in the Waco
massacre and Ruby Ridge were expected to be brought up during the
hearings but were not. 
Shortly after 9/11, Holder penned a Washington Post op-ed entitled

“Keeping Guns Away From Terrorists.” In the article, the future
Attorney General argues that a new law should give “the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms a record of every firearm sale.” He also
states that prospective gun buyers should be checked against the secret
“watch lists” compiled by various government entities. In order to make
his point, Holder makes the ludicrous hypothesis that Osama bin Laden
would be able to purchase an unregistered firearm at a gun show in
America.
The government now possesses the appropriate “watch lists” and has

designated specific categories of Americans as domestic terrorists. If
H.R. 2159 becomes law the Obama administration and the Justice
Department will go after opponents to their far-reaching plan to disarm
the nation and deliver it defenseless into the clutches of bankers and
corporatists determined to reduce a once proud constitutional republic to
the status of a fuedalist backwater. 

The average 747 carries 48,000 gallons of
fuel.  The plane consumes 1000 gallons of fuel
per hour.  10,000 gallons of air pollution, times
1000 gallons per hour, equals 10 MILLION
gallons of air pollution per hour.   The US has
270,000 total jet flights, currently,  per day.  Do
the math...
The typical airport design actually creates

“dirty jobs.”  This means the work done in
building these expansions only adds to the
problem.  Clean jobs support such
environmentally sound designs such as Jim’s
design.  What does Jim have that others don’t??  
Imagine an airport where planes land uphill,

and take off downhill?  Imagine the plane doing
little or no taxiing prior to take off or landing?
The aviation industry lost $54.8 billion

dollars through fuel waste last year 
Al Gore received the new “Star Port” airport

design from Freed Smitter, in Amsterdam at the
World Environmental and Aviation Geneva
Conference in 2007.  Mr. Smitter a Swiss
government official is working to implement the
new design in Europe.  Mr. Gore also received
the same design blue prints in Washington from
George Ripley, a 30 year Colorado

environmental activist now living in Washington
DC. Mr. Gore's response to solutions... silence.
The problem?  The “dirty jobs” provide
economic support, but at great expense and
support the status quo.  A solution is before our
eyes.  We must begin taking a stand how do we
do this.
Colorado could be theat the cutting edge of

this design implamentation, not to mention
other technologies Jim has, which we will be
presenting in the next issue. 
To send a message to those who can create

these jobs and opportunities for Colorado, call
Kelly Manning, director of Renewable Energy
in Colorado with the Governor’s office.  They
need to hear from us.  She can be contacted at
303-892-3842.  Also, Hugh Hallock with the
Governor’s Energy Office, 303-866-2100.
Chief of Staff for
C o l o r a d o
Congressman John
Salazar:  202-225-
4761. 
For our readers in

other states, contact
your governor’s and
representatives offices

and ask them about whether they will be
supporting this design.  The Free Press can
forward them all details they need, or they can
go to earthwiseint.com to learn more about Jim’s
world changing ideas.
Imagine the number of jobs involved with

these projects.  These jobs can be either creating
more problems,  putting the airline industry out
of business, and harming our environment,
among other damage, or or more solutions,
creating clean jobs, and putting Colorado, or any
state that takes the initiative, on the cutting edge
of changes we really can believe in.
It just takes the simply decision to “do it,” and

not let greed, stupidity or ignorance get in the
way.  The world has solutions, and Jim Starry is
leading many of these changes.  How long will

Airports from Page 1

See Airports, Page 8
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Silver Dollar Liquor
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San Juan Motel
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River Center Antiques
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Lakeside Country Store
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Thriftway
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El Rancho
Duranglers
High Country Optics
Coco Palms Tanning Salon
Serious Texas BBQ
Big 5
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Verizon
Sherwin Williams
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Liquor World
Yamaha/Honda
Goods for the Woods
Kachina Kitchen
UPS
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Ava Bella Spa & Salon
Hensley Battery & Electric
Durango Bagel
Francisco’s
The Palace Restaurant
GardenSwartz Sporting
Goods
Rio Grande Trading Co.
From the Heart
Pongas
Appaloosa Trading Co.
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Maria’s Book Shop
Southwest Sound
Carver Brewing Co.
Pine Needle
Mountaineering
Tosch & Associates
Serious Texas BBQ
Vaughn Johnson
Orthodontics
Many more

Bayfield
Steamworks Brewing
Ace Hardware
Brenda’s Old West Café
A&W
Mill Drug
Bayfield Laundry
Taquila’s
Thrift Store
Pine River Valley Bank

Gem Village
Billy Goat Saloon
Southwest Ag
Gem Village Grocery

Charma
Elk Horn Cafe
Sundial Phillips 66

Dulce
Best Western Hotel and
Casino
Jacarilla Apache Super
Market

Chromo
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And businesses in

Southfork
White Valley Oil
Rainbow Grocery

Del Norte
Organic Peddler
Plus Convenience
White Valley Oil
Country Family Inn
Jacks Market

Monte Vista, 
Jacks Market
Alco
White Valley Oil
Park Avenue Liquor
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Pro Shed
Valley Motel
Nielson Library
Milagros Coffee Shop
Loaf & Jug
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and establishing more
distribution centers in...
Aztec, Mosca, Hooper,
Moffit, Center, Saugauch,
Villa Grove, Gunnison
and more to come.

Call our hotline to get on
our distribution list! First
come, first served as copies
are available!  Last
Printing 6,600 went in 5
days...

When Pravda Gets
America Right: Kiss
the Country Goodbye!
Author unknown

Below is an article from Pravda
that I found on the Drudge Report.
It’s a sad sorry day for America
when the Russian Newspaper
Pravda is more accurate and
insightful on events in the United
States of America than any of our
news agencies.  I’ve read this article
several times and each time it has
the impact of a slap in the face, in
your face, brutally truthful, gleefully
irreverent evaluation of how far
we’ve fallen.  It’s absent any hint of
political correctness and if it wasn’t
so vindictive it would remind me of
how, back in the day, we used to
speak frankly about the events in
our country when we still had free
speech.
The America I knew is gone.

The article below rubs my
American nose in that painful
reality and I would like to thank its
author and even Pravda for an
amazing offensive wakeup call that
everyone in America needs to heed.
We’ve gotten so full of ourselves
that we’re unable to respond to
constructive criticism and the
traditional values (Pre baby boom
values) that made us a great nation.
Perhaps the gleeful break with any
semblance of political correctness
below is pointing the way toward
taking the country back.  Political

correctness and truth simply can’t
co-exist because Political
correctness is about control of
voting blocs while the truth of
America is supposed to be about
freedom and individual liberty.
Freedom is mutually exclusive of
political control, and identity
politics, and the more this PC crap
is tolerated the more freedom we
lose until we wake up in a Fascist
nation with Barak Obama as our
new Ill Duce.
The point where the article

below may be getting it wrong is
that it contends we’re falling into
socialism while I’m not ready to
commit to that.  We may well be
into a fascism where control of the
state and the financial  and
industrial assets form a new fascism
for the twenty-first century. We
may fall into the stupor of socialist
drones or we may end up goose-
stepping into a new age where we
will indeed trade our white hats for
black ones and allow the elites of
banking and government to rule
western culture.
One thing is certain: the

America I knew is already gone and
a bloodless takeover by either neo
socialists or neo fascists is already
well underway.  The American
political system has become so
corrupt that it’s now the oppressor
of the citizens it was intended to
serve.  Half the nation pays no taxes
and half the nation seems to think
our Black Ill Duce, Barak Obama,

See Pravda, Page 20
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Model Emergency Health
Powers Act (MEHPA) Turns
Governors into Dictators

It appears some very dangerous legislation
is being prepared to be implemented in the
US.
If this legislation passes, in brief:
1 - You will have a mandatory vaccination

or you will be charged with a crime.
2 - You will get a mandatory medical

exam, or you will be charged with a crime.
3 - Doctors will give the exam or you will

be charged with a crime.
4 - Your property can be seized if there is

'REASONABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE"
that it may pose a public health hazard... it
can be burned or destroyed and you will
NOT have recourse or compensation.
Summary
This Act would:
a.. broaden government access to private

medical records; a.. greatly weaken
protections against the taking of private
property without compensation;
b.. criminalize refusal to be conscripted for

public service or to take medical treatment;
a.. potentially increase the risk of infection to
many individuals on the pretext of protecting
the common good; a.. subjugate scientific
analysis and deliberation to the raw assertion
of power; greatly expand the power of
government to interfere with commerce; a..
and immunize state officials from sanctions
against gross abuses of power. Although
certain extraordinary government
interventions might be warranted in a true
emergency, the government already has
significant emergency powers as well as the
ability to convene a special session of the

legislature. It is highly inadvisable to
completely suspend our delicate system of
checks and balances upon the word of a
Governor that an emergency requires it.
This Act, in effect, empowers the

Governor to create a police state by fiat, and
for a sufficient length of time to destroy or
muzzle his political opposition.
The most telling sentence is: "The public

health authority shall have the power to
enforce the provisions of this Act through the
imposition of fines and penalties, the issuance
of orders, and such other remedies as are
provided by law, but nothing in this Section
shall be construed to limit specific
enforcement powers enumerated in this Act."
Article VIII Section 802.
It is unlikely that the vast expansion of

governmental powers would be restricted to
combating a smallpox outbreak. Once the
precedent is established, it could be expanded
to other types of "emergencies."
This proposal violates the very principles

that its author, Lawrence O Gostin, has
previously outlined, while giving them lip
service. His article recommends that "public
health authorities should bear the burden of
justification and, therefore, should
demonstrate
(1) a significant risk based on scientific

evidence;
(2) the intervention's effectiveness by

showing a reasonable fit between ends and
means;
(3) that economic costs are reasonable;
(4) that human rights burdens are

reasonable...." (see JAMA 2000;283:3118-
3122).
Background:  HHS Secretary Tommy

Thompson is urging State legislatures to

See Dictators, Page 17

For more information on this remarkable technology, or to order,
call 970-946-2282

STRUCTURED WATER:  75% of North Americans are chronically
dehydrated.  Even mild dehydration slows metabolism, causes fatigue, reduces
short-term memory, and increases existing health challenges.  Drinking the
right water is even more important than drinking more.   
Water is one of the most essential components of the human body.  Water

regulates the body’s temperature, cushions and protects vital organs, and aids
the digestive system.  Water not only composes 75% of all muscle tissue and
about 10% of fatty tissue, it also acts within each cell to transport nutrients
and dispel waste.  Because water composes more than half of the human
body, it is impossible to sustain life for more that a week without it.   
Drinking Structured Water is cheap insurance.  One of the easiest ways to

help the body function optimally and remain disease-free is to keep it well
hydrated.  By drinking Structured Water throughout each day, it assists our
bodies’ ability to flush toxins and metabolic waste.   
Research has shown that proper hydration may minimize chronic pains

such as rheumatoid arthritis, lower back pain and colitis, as well as lower
cholesterol and blood pressure.  Most health practitioners advise that if we
simply drank enough water to keep our bodies sufficiently hydrated, many of
the chronic diseases we find today would be seriously abated.   
Research has also shown chronic dehydration to be the root cause of many

diseases associated with aging (e.g. arthritis, GI disorders, senile dementia).
To compensate the situation, our thirst signals decline as we become
accustomed to being dehydrated as we age.  Dehydration in the elderly can
become a real problem.   
Not all water is created equal.  Structured Water holds in the excess stable

oxygen.  It will help the body assimilate this water to a greater degree than
ordinary water.  Our bodies contain structured water when we are born.
However, as the human body grows older, it is subjected to stress,
contamination, pollutants, free radicals, poor diet and other external factors.
The body begins to dehydrate and the structured cell water which we are
born with, begins to diminish, losing its effective shape.  The result is that
our ability to absorb water begins to decrease as we age.   
By using a Structured Water Unit one can actually smell, feel and taste the

difference immediately.  Think of what it can mean to your family’s good
health and well being.  You can drink water directly from your tap.  Think of
what this translated in savings: not having to buy plastic bottled water...  
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Are American’s obligated to
obey, or are they compelled to
obey, unconstitutional laws? -
Jeff Maehr

Over the past few decades, Federal, State and
Local governments have been busy passing
laws... laws for this, that and the other thing.
Many of these laws have been and are attempts
at curbing freedoms, revenue generation, and
simple control.
Over the many years, this has slowly created a

bubble of laws which our founding fathers and a
free society never intended, and which slowly
imprisoned us in a mindset of chains that we’ve
grown accustom to, but which have contributed
to the continuing eroding of our rights and
wealth.
What is a society to do when the power our

leaders obtain from the People goes nuts, and
they fence in people, actions, thoughts, and any
other element they can get their hands on, and
make a buck doing it, and we let them?
What legal actions do we have where a law is

clearly , or even not so clearly, unconstitutional
or oppressive?  What do the courts say, and
which have never been overturned?
“When an act of the legislature is repugnant

or contrary to the constitution, it is, ipso facto,
void.” 2 Pet. R. 522; 12 Wheat. 270; 3 Dall. 286;
4 Dall. 18.
“[p]owers not granted (to any government)

are prohibited." United States v. Butler,  297 U.S
1, 68 (1936).
“Insofar as a statute runs counter to the

fundamental law of the land, (the constitution-
Editor) it is superseded thereby." (16 Am Jur 2d
177, Late Am Jur 2d.  256).
"...all laws which are repugnant to the

Constitution are null and void.” (Marbury v
Madison, 5 US 1803 (2 Cranch) 137, 174, 170).
"Where rights secured by the Constitution

are involved, there can be no rule making or
legislation which would abrogate them." -
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 491.
These cases were heard and ruled on in the

past when our rights were much more clearly
understood, and fought for.  Even the courts,
unlike most today, stood for the Citizenship and
Constitution, but the law hasn’t changed despite
the antics governments act out to continue to
envelope us in their warped agenda.
The American citizen has the authority to

ignore the laws that governments make...  
“The claim and exercise of a constitutional

right cannot be converted into a crime." Miller
v. U.S., 230 F 2d 486, 489.
"There can be no sanction or penalty imposed

upon one because of this exercise of
Constitutional rights."- Sherar v. Cullen, 481 F.
945.
“It may be laid down as a universal rule,

admitting to no  exceptions, that when the
Constitution has established a disability or
immunity, a privilege or a Right, these are
precisely as that instrument has fixed them,  and
can neither be augmented nor curtailed by any
act or law of Congress or a State Legislature.
We are more particular in stating this because it
has sometimes been forgotten both by
legislatures and theoretical expositors of the
Constitution." Bovier's Law Dictionary,  1870,
pp 622-625.
“The individual may stand upon his

constitutional rights as a citizen. He is entitled
to carry on his private business in his own way.
His power to contract  is unlimited. He owes no
duty to the state or to his neighbors to divulge
his  business, or to open his doors to an
investigation, so far as it may tend to incriminate

him. He owes no such duty to the state, since he
receives nothing therefrom, beyond the
protection of his life and property. His rights are
such as existed by the law of the land long
antecedent to the organization of the  state, and
can only be taken from him by due process of
law, and in accordance  with the Constitution.”
United States Supreme Court - Hale v. Henkel,
201 U.S. 43 (1906).
Because they “create” or “pass” a law is

meaningless if they are unconstitutional, so any
of their childish “I’m the King” game-playing in
Congress, or other government body, is their
illusion of power and control, but we simply do
NOT have to comply with an unconstitutional
law, statute or rule.
If we do NOT know what the law says, or

what our rights are, or were, we are slaves.  We
have the duty to know what government’s are
doing, and the right to make SURE they are
complying with the law...
“Anyone entering into an arrangement with

the government takes the risk of having
accurately ascertained that he who purports to
act for the government stays within the bounds
of his authority, even though the agent himself
may be  unaware of limitations upon his
authority." The United States Supreme Court,
Federal Crop Ins. Corp. v.  Merrill, 332 US 380-
388 L 1947).
We don’t have an excuse if we enter into an

agreement with eyes closed and then pay a
penalty or lose a right, but we can also cancel or
deny any “agreement” or so-called contract we’ve
fraudulently been coerced into without full
disclosure.  
Know your rights... join the Law Club, (See

Page 18) or form one in your own area... it isn’t
nearly as hard as you might think!

1.  On the way to a County Guard meeting, I noticed a neighbor had
a fire going in the back/side of his house. The closer I got, I thought that
the fire was very close to the house so I pulled in his neighbors drive to
get a closer look. The fire was very close to the house and there were 6
cars in the driveway. I assumed that there was someone home but just in
case I went to their front door and knocked. You guessed it, no one
home. Went to side of the house and not only was a stack of wood on
fire but the house itself was on fire! It was a log home and the left side
of the house was burning. While I dialed 911, I was looking for a hose
to put the fire out but there was none. I waited till the fire department
arrived then hurried to get to the meeting on time.

2.  While driving back from Durango I noticed a large rock (probably
250 lbs) was on the side of the road but on the white line. It was almost
dark and the threat of it causing some damage to someone's person or
property was considerable. So I whipped a u-turn. Not many people
could move a rock that big but lifting weights most of my life, I knew
that I could do it. So I pushed/rolled it of the road and resumed my trip
home.
3.  I am elderly and was having trouble with Centurytel service

sending my emails and other weird things that didn’t seem right.  I
contacted the ACG and one of them made a call to Centurytel for me
and got the situation resolved almost immediately.

ARCHULETA COUNTY GUARD REPORTS
MEMBERS OF THE ARCHULETA COUNTY GUARD REPORT COMMUNITY SERVICE AND PROTECTION!
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JEKYLL ISLAND: 
A NEW BEGINNING FOR AMERICA

On May 21st and May 22nd, an
unprecedented gathering of the nation’s
Freedom Movement leaders was held in
Georgia at the Jekyll Island Club Hotel. The
planning meetings, coined the “Jekyll Island
Project,” were hosted by We The People
Foundation for Constitutional Education, Inc.,
chaired by Bob Schulz.  

A highlight of the gathering was a special
ceremony held in the Federal Reserve Room at
the Club, specifically to establish a “righteous
record” to supplant the secretive deliberations
which occurred in that same location in 1910 to
conceive the (unconstitutional) Federal Reserve
Act of 1913.

Beloved Freedom leader G. Edward Griffin,
author of The Creature at Jekyll Island, spoke
about the 1910 gathering and the importance of
the current leader meeting in the location, at
this particular time.  Bob Schulz followed with
a talk entitled “A New Record for America.”
http://wethepeoplefoundation.org/UPDAT

E/Update2009-05-25.htm

Guess who Census banned as
'partners'

The U.S. Census Bureau, reflecting what
apparently is becoming a political position that
involves more than one federal agency, has listed
"hate groups," "law enforcement" "and "anti-
immigrant groups" among those that would be
refused permission to become a partner with the
2010 Census. Not so ACORN, whose members
repeatedly have been accused of illegal election
activities.  
http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&

pageId=99452

Obama Eligibility Battles raging on.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=P
AGE.view&pageId=99135

A campaign to erect billboards throughout
the nation raising questions about Barack
Obama's eligibility to serve in the White House
has raised $45,000 in its first five days,
encouraging the organizer that the president
will have to come clean about his elusive birth
certificate. 
"This is the way the truth will win in the

end," said Joseph Farah, editor and chief
executive officer of WND. "The lawsuits have
failed so far.  It's going to take public awareness

– people asking simple questions – to get the
media and the controlling legal authorities to
take another look at this issue." 
Farah launched a petition campaign several

months ago that has collected nearly 400,000
names of Americans demanding answers as to
Obama's eligibility. Last week he called for
financial support of a new campaign to erect
billboards around the country asking the simple
question: "Where's the birth certificate?"

Eligibility attorney plans return to
Supreme Court - By Bob Unruh
© 2009 WorldNetDaily 

California attorney Orly Taitz, who has
taken cases challenging Barack Obama’s
eligibility to be president to a number of courts
across the nation including the U.S. Supreme
Court, says she’ll be returning to the high court,
this time seeking a petition for the extraordinary
writ of mandamus. 
“As Attorney General Eric Holder and U.S.

Attorney Jeffery Taylor did not institute Quo
Warranto and did not respond, I will go back to
SCOTUS,” Taitz announced today on her
website. 
“As you know, I am being crucified for every

little error, so I have sent the draft to a couple of
attorneys, paralegals, technical consultants and
language consultants, to give me their input and
I will file in a few days,” she said. 
“Bottom line, I will be filing until I get an

answer,” she wrote. 

Obama attorneys Plan to Attack USJF

The United States Justice Foundation
(USJF) is being threatened by the Obama
attorney team because of the suit to obtain
Obama’s original Birth Certificate proving he is
eligible to be President.  To date, Obama has
spent over 1 million dollars to stop any records
from being released that would shed light on
this issue.
The attorney team states;  “Please be advised,

in particular, that in the event we are forced to
file a motion to quash and we prevail in that
motion, we will seek the full measure of
monetary sanctions provided for in the Code of
Civil Procedures.” 
In other words... they will seek sanctions

against USJF, and drag out the fight till they
have bankrupted the Citizen’s group.  No
maliciousness here... very transparent and open,
right?
OK... so the American people simply want

the legal and Constitutional verification that
Obama is eligible to even be President.  This

type of
threat is
p r i m a
f a c i e *
ev idence
t h a t
Obama is
h i d i n g

something.  
It makes no financial or any other kind of

sense to not only spend that kind of money to
hide evidence, but when all it would take is the
simply proof via his REAL birth certificate (not
the fraud provided as “evidence,”) Obama
simply refuses to obey the Constitution.   
We are deluding ourselves if we believe this is

normal, innocent behavior, or “open and
transparent.”  
*prima facie: Literally, “on its face;”  True,

authentic, or adequate at first sight; Evident
without proof or reasoning; obvious).

New bid to Unseal Obama's Birth
Certificate - Challenge claims Hawaii waived
privacy by talking about document.
Full Article:

http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pa
geId=99437.

A Chicago activist who has pursued a
challenge to Barack Obama's eligibility to be
president since before the 2008 election is
asking an appeals court in Hawaii to order the
release of the president's original birth
certificate, explaining that state officials have
waived their ability to claim any further it is a
private document. 
Andy Martin filed his lawsuit Oct. 17, 2008,

seeking a declaratory judgment to obtain access
to the 1961 birth certificate of Barack Obama,
who then was a candidate for president. 
A circuit judge set a hearing after the

election, but because of a growing controversy
over the complete absence of documentation
about Obama's birth place – and therefore his
constitutional eligibility to be president –
Hawaiian Health Director Chiyome Fukino
issued a statement regarding the issue: 
"I, and Dr. Alvin Onaka have personally seen

and verified that the Hawaii State Department
of Health has Sen. Obama's original birth
certificate on record in accordance with state
policies and procedures."
But as WND has reported, the statement left

ambiguous the information in the birth
certificate: Does the certificate on file with the
Department of Health indicate a Hawaiian
birth, or was it generated after the Obama
family registered a Kenyan birth in Hawaii? An
online "Certification of Live Birth" posted by
Obama doesn't verify a Hawaiian birth, because
it is a document the state has made available to
children not born in the state, critics note.
"Barack Obama is president of the United

States. His records while living in Hawaii are
the now records of American history (as they
were on November 19, 2008 when the 'hearing'
in this case was conducted). To claim that
Hawaii wants to protect the 'privacy' of
presidential records is an obviously absurd
position that brings the judicial system into
disrepute," he said. "Secrecy laws were intended
to protect the privacy of private citizens, not
presidents." 

Third Circuit Court of Appeals
Delays Oral Argument

Philip J. Berg, Esquire, the first Attorney
who filed suit against Barack H. Obama
challenging Senator Obama's lack of
Constitutional "qualifications/eligibility" to

See  News Briefs, Page 9

Goldline International, Inc.
Georgio Melodia
Account Executive
Telephone:  310-587-1420
Toll Free:  800-827-4653

1601 Cloverfield Blvd.  100 South Tower, Santa Monica, California  90404

Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion.  
Call and mention the Southwest Free Press for Discount Pricing and Service. 



For Sale: RESTORE THE BARTER
SYSTEM - 22' 1973 Dodge Motor Home 45,000
Orig. Miles Runs great; 1973 Yamaha 2 stroke
motorcycle; Slide in pick up camper; 2 Utility
Trailers; Heavy Duty money safe; 14' jon boat; 8
kilowatt diesel generator. INTEREST IN
ANTIQUE GUNS - WILL TRADE OR
BARTER.  Call Todd (970) 903-3389.

For Sale:  Yamaha Surround sound system still
in box $170. 1989 Yamaha 850 XS Street Bike
$500 OBO.  PA System with speakers still in box,
barely used.$300.  1979 27 foot Winnebago
Motor Home runs great, needs some repairs
$3,700. 15' rubber raft great for floating the rivers
$250 OBO Call Jeff at (970) 946-2282.

For Sale:  48” round Solid Oak dining table
with 2ft extension leaf, $150.  6 Solid Oak
matching cushioned chairs, $25 each. 731-3004.

For Sale: Perfect location to hunker down
when chaos hits, with water and plenty of game.
Land is in Gunnison County Tincup and
Cumberland Pass:
Parcel 1 is 7, 10 acre mining claims (70 acres)

with 4 wheel drive access only.  They are patented
which means you own the surface and the mineral
rights.  This is $165,000 for the whole parcel.
Parcel 2 is 1, 10 acre mining claim with 4 wheel

drive only- $35,000.
Parcel 3 is 1, 10 acre mining claim with 2 and 4

wheel drive access.  This is the best one of the 3

parcels because of location, access and water,
timber, etc.   $45,000.
Call 970-275-4852 for details.

For Sale:  Astra Expresso/Latte Machine,
Commercial, Auto, Pour-over and portable.  New
$3,500. Need $2,000.00. Generator, Volt, 10,000
watt.  PTO operated.  Never used.  $1,200.00, obo.
Antique Maytag wring/washing machine.  175.00
firm. For your office, (or dorm) small refrigerator,
gently used, $100.00, water dispenser (hot/cold),
never used, $100.00 and cash register, gently used
6 months, $100.00. Edirol, Midi Keyboard
Controller and case, New, never plugged in
$300.00 obo.  "Guest Room" - 10x40 cabin on
skids.  Insulation and drywall, counter, sink, wired
for electricity. Small installed wood stove. $3,000
obo. Antique, John Deere, sicklebar mower, works.
Yard art? $250.00 obo. Call 769-6355 and leave a
message.

For sale: 5 - 175/70R13 tires $10 ea, low miles.
Kenmore water softener, excellent condition, new
$400, $125 o.b.o. 970-946-0526. Greg 

For Sale: Queen bedroom set incl night table,
chest of drawers, Headboard, mattress. 2 bedrooms
of furniture. Will separate. $275.00. 19” TV w/
table $100. Dining table with 8 chairs $200.00
505-710-5068.
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Classified Ads
Email your ad to
ads@southwestfreepress.com, or mail to P.O.
Box 2923, Pagosa Springs, CO  81147,
preferably typed for scanning.

Rules:

1. We do not have categories to place your
ad in at this time.  This will help encourage
our readers to read each and every ad, which
will include yours. First come, first served in
placement.
2.  Any type of private party ad can be
placed except for anything illegal, or sexual in
nature.  Dating ads ok.  There is a $5 charge
per ad up to 1 inch or 5 lines of text.  Second
inch/5 lines $5, etc., subject to available space.    

Definitions:

A private party is an individual selling
his/her personal item(s), or buying an item for
personal use.
Ads for businesses, commercial ventures, or
any reason other than personal use is not fair
to our supporters, will be declined.
Example of Business ads: Ongoing ventures
for profit; inventory for sale, or wanted, (from
a past, present or prospective business); offers
of information, free or paid; any business
services wanted or offered; employment
wanted or offered; corporate real estate
rentals and sales, and businesses for sale.
FREE Service and help requests are OK.
Remember, this is a community service
paper, here for the benefit of all.  As for the
costs now... this will help us get rolling and
perhaps we can make them for free once
again!

CLASSIFIEDS TO 3 STATES

Disagree with Obama?
Gov't has eyes on you 
Roger Hedgecock, © 2009  

On Feb. 20, 2009, Missouri's Department of
Public Safety issued a report to all law
enforcement in the state entitled "Missouri
Information Analysis Center Strategic Report:
The Modern Militia Movement." 
The report linked people holding

conservative views on immigration, abortion,
the U.N., the New World Order, etc., to
dangerous and violent "militias" that Missouri
law enforcement were instructed to be on guard
against. Conservative opinions were demonized
and made the subject of law enforcement
scrutiny. 
The report was leaked. National and state

public reaction was strong and negative, and
Missouri retracted the report and apologized. 
This victory was short lived.  The substance

of the report is back, this time distributed to
"federal, state, local, and tribal counterterrorism
and law enforcement officials ..." by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security as an
"assessment" dated April 7, 2009, entitled
"Rightwing Extremism: Current Economic and
Political Climate Fueling Resurgence in
Radicalization and Recruitment." 
The entire assessment is available at the

Roger Hedgecock website -
http://rogerhedgecock.com/Default.asp?cchk=y

es. 
The assessment states it was "prepared by

the Extremism and Radicalization Branch,
Homeland Environment Threat Analysis
Division" and "coordinated with the FBI." 
It admits that "The DHS/Office of

Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) has no specific
information that domestic right wing terrorists
are currently planning acts of violence."
Nonetheless, it states that "right wing
extremists may be gaining new recruits by
playing on their fears about ... the economic
downturn and the election of the first African-
American President ..."  
The report elaborates that ..."right wing

extremists are antagonistic toward the new
presidential administration and its perceived
stance on a range of issues, including
immigration and citizenship, the expansion of
social programs to minorities, and restrictions
on firearms and use." 
So, if you disagree with Obama on amnesty

for illegals or stand up for the Second
Amendment, you are branded a "rightwing
extremist" by the Department of Homeland
Security and become the subject of scrutiny by
some 850,000 local and state law enforcement
personnel. 
The assessment goes on to link concerns

about the economy, and the stockpiling of
emergency food supplies and weapons and
ammunition to violent militias and extremist
"rightwing" groups. In my state of California,

the state government urges all citizens to keep
emergency food supplies in case of earthquake.
And who isn't concerned about the economy? 
Most disgusting of all, it targets veterans for

increased law enforcement scrutiny. "Returning
veterans possess combat skills and experience
that are attractive to rightwing extremists.
DHS/I&A is concerned that rightwing
extremists will attempt to recruit and radicalize
returning veterans in order to boost their
violent capabilities." 
What's the evidence for this? None. The

assessment admits that membership in
"rightwing extremist" groups is in decline and
asserts that no increase in such violence has
been detected. But it might happen. So "intense
scrutiny" is advised as the "DHS/I&A will be
working with its state and local partners over
the next few months to ascertain with greater
regional specificity the rise of rightwing
extremist activity in the United States ..." 
This report smacks of profiling and

harassing American citizens based on their
political views, and specifically based on their
opposition to the Obama administration's
proposals. 
This used to be called "democracy" and "free

speech" protected by the First Amendment to
the Constitution. But under Obama,
"Homeland Security" has become an
instrument of oppression of opposing points of
view. 

such pioneers be ignored and how long will it be
before we run out of time?
Imagine...
* wind/solar generators.
* water treatment systems home and town

disaster proof.
* cars systems plans that create fuel as you drive

exhaust pipes that clean the air.
* earth solutions hand books for home

application and large scale impact.
* retrofitting home plans.
* real food real fast  meals in 12 min or less

book.
* ageless living lifetime fitness hand book.
Stay Tuned... and get on the horn to others. 

Airports, from Page 3
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serve as President of the United States and his
cases that are still pending, Berg vs. Obama [2
cases – 1 under seal] and Hollister vs. Soetoro
a/k/a Obama, et al announced today that he is
totally disappointed that the Third Circuit
Court of Appeals has delayed “Oral Argument”
in the case of Berg vs. Obama,No. 08 – 4340, the
case where Judge Surrick denied Berg’s case on
the basis that Berg did not have “standing.”
Berg stated, “About two [2] months ago I

received notice that the Third Circuit would
schedule ‘Oral Argument’ the last week of May
2009 or the first week of June 2009.  Not hearing
for a specific date, Berg’s office contacted the
Third Circuit and was just advised that “Oral
Argument” is not scheduled as previously
advised and the earliest time for ‘Oral
Argument’ is in September or October of 2009,
and notification will be sent.  I am totally
disappointed that there has been this delay.”
Berg continued, “I am determined to keep

fighting lawfully through our Court system; I
believe there is a Judge or Justices that will grant
us Discovery as it is essential for the...truth be
told.

Editor’s Note: Do we have any rocket
scientists out there?  It seems we need them to
help educate our judges and so many others on
the most basic of issues.  Are American’s losing
their minds?  Is common sence truly dead in
America?  If the answer is that Obama is a real
American citizen, then why not prove it?  Why
all this smoke and mirrors, obfuscation,
distractions, a million dollars spent on hiding
the records???  Can anyone say “conspiracy?”

Home Owners Association Bias

DALLAS - Frank Larison is a disabled
veteran with more than 14 years of service,
including more than a year of combat duty in
Vietnam.
The 58-year-old former Marine now finds

himself under attack by his Dallas homeowners
association for displaying seven decals on his
vehicle supporting the Marine Corps.
"To me, it's being patriotic, and it shows that

I served," the veteran told FOX 4. The board
says the decals are advertisements that violate
HOA rules, and must be covered or removed.
Otherwise, the homeowners association for

The Woodlands II on The Creek --- where
Larimore has lived for eight years --- says in a
letter it will tow the car at Larimore's expense.
The board also threatens to fine him $50 for any
future incident.
Larimore says the decals, ranging from the

Marine emblem to Semper Fi slogans, aren't
advertisements for anything. "You can't buy
freedom," he reasoned.
Some neighbors are outraged.
"That is his identity," said neighbor Mary

Castagna. "He goes to a lot of the veteran
meetings, and it means a lot to him. Everyone
else agrees with it; it doesn't bother anybody."
"He's in the Marines, and he's proud of it,

and I don't blame him," said neighbor Paul
Hardy. "If I'd gone through what he's gone
through, I'd be kind of proud of it myself."
The letter from the board states you can't

have any form of advertisement anywhere on
your car on your property. FOX 4 cameras
spotted bumper stickers for political parties,
health causes, and other non-commercial

interests on the property as well.
One board member said he was unaware the

HOA presidents sent the letter and did not
know of any issue with Larimore's vehicle.
"I will be looking into it," said board member

Art Bradford. "I didn't know anything about
this. I haven't seen this."
The board president was out of town and

unavailable. The condo management company
did not want to comment.

Obama's Uncle: He's Using
Buchenwald for Political Purpose

Barack Obama's great uncle offered some
blunt language as to why his nephew is visiting
the memorial at the former Buchenwald
concentration camp next week during his trip to
Europe and the Middle East. 
“This is a trip that he chose, not because of

me I'm sure, but for political reasons,” Charles
Payne told the German magazine Spiegel.
“Perhaps his visit also has something to do with
improving his standing with (German
Chancellor) Angela Merkel. She gave him a
hard time during his campaign and also
afterwards.” 
Payne told Spiegel that he was shocked to see

his war experience, especially his "liberation" of
a concentration camp, used in campaign
commercials.  He said he had never spoken with
his nephew about the matter, nor did Obama
ever express any interest in Payne's experience. 
Payne said. “Of course it came out

immediately that he was wrong since there are
enough people in America who know that
Auschwitz is in the East and that the camp was
liberated by the Red Army.” 
“I am puzzled by intelligent people who stand

by and allow their country to be taken over and
run by extreme radical types,” Payne said. “I'm
still somewhat puzzled by that.  And I am fully
aware that it could happen and has almost
happened in this country.  You know, I lived
through the McCarthy era in the 1950s, when it
was getting dangerously close to that sort of
thing.” 
http://www.newsmax.com/insidecover/obam

a_buchenwald/2009/05/28/219295.html?s=al&
promo_code=80A7-1

Rep. Mike Pence re-introduced his
“Broadcaster Freedom Act” (H.R. 226) in the
U.S. House of Representatives earlier this year.
Companion legislation (S. 34) was introduced in
the U.S. Senate. The bill would prevent the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
from reinstating the so-called “Fairness
Doctrine” which would suppress free speech by
requiring the government to monitor political
views and decide what constitutes fair political
discourse.  This bill would take the power away
from this administration and the incoming
administration and any future President from
ever again reimposing the Censorship Doctrine,
also mis-known as the “Fairness” Doctrine.
The "Fairness Doctrine" -- a federal

regulation forcing broadcasters to present both
sides of any "controversial" issue -- was enforced
by the Federal Communications Commission
from 1949 to 1987. The FCC adopted it as a
regulation, but it was never a law enacted by
Congress.
When the rule was in place, radio and TV

stations could face hefty fines if their stations
aired controversial statements on public affairs

without providing “equal time” to opposing
viewpoints. The result was self-censorship by
broadcasters who avoided politics to escape any
potential government retaliation.
When this rule was dropped in 1987, it led

directly to the rise of conservative talk radio that
enabled average citizens to have their voices
heard across America. If it weren't for the
Reagan administration dropping the "Fairness
Doctrine," we would never have heard of Rush
Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Glen Beck, Michael
Savage, Martha Zoller, Neal Boortz, Janet
Folger, or the hundreds of other conservative
talk radio hosts that dot the land and expose the
lies and misdeeds of the Left.

White House website on "open
government dialogue.”

Hours after WND alerted the public to a
White House website on "open government
dialogue," most participants are calling on
Barack Obama to release his elusive "long-form"
birth certificate to establish his constitutional
eligibility to serve as president. 
The forum is open to the public for

participation, and Joseph Farah, editor and chief
executive officer of WND, is urging those
concerned about this issue to get involved. 
"Last night, only 30 percent of those who had

posted believed establishing, beyond a shadow of
a doubt, the president's constitutional eligibility
to serve is an important task in conducting open
government," Farah said. "A few hours later,
when the public became aware of this White
House resource, the equation has completely
turned around with the overwhelming majority
now saying the release of Obama's long-form
birth certificate is critically important." 
Source:

http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=P
AGE.view&pageId=99616
Guess who Obama thinks should

have 9/11 immunity?
The Obama administration has petitioned

the U.S. Supreme Court to protect Saudi
Arabia and four of its princes from being held
accountable for their alleged role in the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attack on the
United States that killed almost 3,000
Americans according to a report in Joseph
Farah's G2 Bulletin. 
Through its solicitor general, Elena Kagan,

the Obama administration has asked that the
Saudis be held immune under the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, or FSIA, even
though there is ample U.S. evidence of
complicity by the Saudi government and the
named princes in support of al-Qaida's attack. 
Families of the 9/11 victims, however, have

expressed outrage over the Obama
administration's filing. They regard the action
as undermining the continuing fight against
terror. 
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.

php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=99832

He's back! Ten Commandments judge
takes on Obama
Worldnetdaily.com

Barack Obama has another outspoken critic
on the stump today - Judge Roy Moore, former
chief justice of the Alabama Supreme Court

News Briefs from Page 7

See News Briefs, Page19
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTER POLICY:  Letters need to be typed so we can scan them in.  We will try to edit letters for grammatical errors, but no guarantees.  We will print your letter but need
your name and phone number on file to do so.  Anonymous letters will be printed depending on content, but don’t be afraid to step up and voice your personal opinion.  Email
letters to letters@southwestfreepress.com, or mail to P.O. Box 2923, Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

Senator Bennet Responds

Dear John:

Thank you for contacting me
regarding the current financial
crisis. I appreciate hearing from
you.
After the failure of several

financial institutions during the
tenure of the last Administration in
2008, the federal government
intervened and assumed a
significant stake in Bear Stearns,
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and
American International Group
(AIG) for the purpose of
preventing a chain reaction of
financial failures that could have
further crippled banks and frozen
credit markets. In response,
Congress passed the Emergency
Economic Stabilization Act
(EESA, P.L.110-343). President
Bush signed the bill into law on
October 3, 2008, authorizing the
Troubled Assets Relief Program
(TARP).
As you may know, the TARP

was intended to provide the
Treasury with the ability to
purchase or insure bad assets from
troubled firms in order to get the
markets moving again. However, it
soon became clear that much of this
money was being used for simple
capital injections into financial
firms, with insufficient
accountability or protection for
taxpayer dollars.
Although significant investment

in these companies is warranted, I
strongly believe we have to learn
from mistakes made in TARP
implementation, and get things
right this time around. Sufficient
oversight measures were not
included in EESA when it was
passed last year. That is why I
strongly supported changes to the
TARP that were incorporated in
American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (P.L.111-5).
To improve on the shortcomings

of the TARP, on March 23, 2009,
the Department of the Treasury –
in conjunction with the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation and
the Federal Reserve Board –
announced the Public Private
Partnership Investment Program
(PPPIP). This new plan encourages
private investors to purchase
mortgage-related securities holding
down troubled banks by partially
financing the transactions. This
combines the advantages of a
market approach with the leverage
that only the federal government
can provide.
I am hopeful that Treasury’s new

plan will encourage robust private
investment, clear banks of their

troubled assets, and get credit
markets flowing again. As a
member of the Senate Committee
on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, which monitors these issues
closely, rest assured I will keep your
thoughts in mind.
Again, thank you for contacting

me.
Sincerely,

Michael Bennet, U.S. Senator

John’s Response to Senator

Sen. Bennet; I thank you for
your response to my e-mails and I
hope we can continue a dialog. 

I noticed that you contained
your explanation to the past
administration and its action's in
escalating the financial crisis, but
you failed to add AIG and auto
industry bailout's that were the
result of your party and the Obama
administration. 
My opinion here is simply, Bush

is in the history book and past
tense, Obama and the ruling party
in Congress have the ball here, you
cannot continue to blame history
for the failings of a current
administration, as Obama and you
currently run government, it is your
actions that either allow the
economic meltdown to continue, or
make wise and just decisions with
the American people in mind.  It is
on you.

You also state that you will
attempt to learn from the mistakes
you listed and change the path of
TARP, but this just throws more
money into a bottomless pit that
will further add to the national debt
and will also fail to help American's
in the end. Where the success or
failure of our economy rests on
consumer buying power, this is also
true for the finance, thus it can only
find results by addressing

unemployment and freezing
foreclosure's to allow America to
catch up.

This will allow American's to
find work, pay their mortgages and
car payments, or in other words, pay
their bill's. The result here is the
automatic infusion of our economy
and we will see results across the
economic board within weeks,
instead of years.

I hope you take my words to
heart and not to party or our
Presidents ideal's, it takes but one
man or woman to start a revolution,
let us do so with common sense,
peace and as one nation.

All the Best and God Bless
America. John W Hargis Sr.

What is a Principal to do
with a Rogue Agent?

I give you a power of attorney to
represent me in a particular matter,
and in my name you abuse or usurp
that power! Should I not hold you
accountable?
You represent yourself to the

world to be acting in my behalf
under my power of attorney.  In this
capacity you claim to be exercising
power I granted to you.  Using my
resources and credit as collateral,
you bind both my children and me
to financial obligations not
authorized by me; obligations
beyond the scope of powers granted
by the power of attorney. I become
angry, remain silent and do
nothing.  Would not my failure to
hold you accountable, to bring
charges against you for exercising
power outside the scope of the
power I granted you, be construed
as my consent to the obligations?
Would not my failure to distinguish
my power delegated, from your
crime against me, appear to give
presumptive validation to otherwise

invalid obligations?
I write you and call you to

account.  You remain silent.  I write
you a second and a third time,
demanding that you answer me
relative to your transgression. You
continue to remain silent.  I have
you served with a grievance naming
your long train of abuses and
usurpations against me and demand
you appear before me to give me an
account, but you continue to refuse.
I bring a lawsuit against you.
Rather than hear my complaint, the
court defends you, summarily
dismissing the complaint, telling
me you are not accountable to me.
The merits of my claim are not
even heard.  The appellate court
upholds the judgment of the lower
court.  The Supreme Court tells me
they are uninterested in hearing
such a trivial matter.
This is the exact circumstance

the American People are
confronted with relative to their
government. The Constitution is in
essence no different than any other
power of attorney, giving
government the right to exercise
limited power to act in behalf of the
American States, the Sovereign
People. Not unlike a rogue agent
performing in our behalf beyond
the scope of power delegated under
a power of attorney, it is our
position that professional
politicians and bureaucrats have
exercised federal power not granted
by the constitution, and that such
exercise is what in law is deemed an
"ultra vires" act and void.  Desiring
to avoid the appearance of consent
to these unconstitutional
governmental acts, grievances were
served upon the appropriate
politicians and bureaucrats as
petitions for redress, which to this
day remain unanswered.  Adequate
demands were made and

See Letters, Page 22
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Plan to audit Fed steamrolls ahead - House
co-sponsors now total 179, companion bill
begins Senate trek © 2009 WorldNetDaily
www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=98782

U.S. Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, long has opposed the power held by the
Federal Reserve and its ability to manipulate the nation's economy and
over the years has launched proposals to get rid of the quasi-governmental
agency, without significant support. 
But his current plan, H.R. 1207, the Federal Reserve Transparency Act

of 2009 to demand an audit of the organization, is quickly gaining steam. 
As of today, the proposal had collected a bipartisan coalition of 179

members of Congress who have signed on as co-sponsors. Not that Paul's
ultimate goals have changed significantly.
"To understand how unwise it is to have the Federal Reserve, one must

first understand the magnitude of the privileges they have," he wrote in a
new Straight Talk commentary. "They have been given the power to create
money, by the trillions, and to give it to their friends, under any terms they
wish, with little or no meaningful oversight or accountability." 
He's even said Congress should "reassert its constitutional authority

over monetary policy." Besides the support in the U.S. House, a
companion bill, S. 604, also now has been introduced in the U.S. Senate by
Sen. Bernard Sanders of Vermont. It has been referred to the Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. 
Paul said that should help the effort "begin to gain momentum." A

spokeswoman in Paul's congressional office also told WND that Rep.
Barney Frank, the chief of the financial services committee in the House,
already has expressed a willingness to hold hearings on the issue. 
When Paul introduced his latest proposal to audit the organization

there were 11 co-sponsors, which grew quickly to 124 just a few weeks
ago.  The bill calls for the comptroller general of the United States to audit
the private Federal Reserve and report to Congress before the end of 2010. 
The Constitution, Paul said, gives Congress, not the private Federal

Reserve, "the authority to coin money and regulate the value of the
currency."
Paul explained his advocacy for the H.R. 1207 audit in the U.S. House:

"Throughout its nearly 100-year history, the Federal Reserve has presided
over the near-complete destruction of the United States dollar," the Texas
Republican said. "Since 1913 the dollar has lost over 95 percent of its
purchasing power, aided and abetted by the Federal Reserve's loose
monetary policy. 
"How long will we as a Congress stand idly by while hard-working

Americans see their savings eaten away by inflation? Only big-spending
politicians and politically favored bankers benefit from inflation," he said. 
Paul called oversight of the Fed "long overdue." You've never needed to

understand money like you need to understand it now! "Web of Debt: The
Shocking Truth About Our Money System and How We Can Break
Free" unravels the deception of the Federal Reserve and presents a crystal
clear picture of the financial abyss towards which we are heading. 
"Since its inception, the Federal Reserve has always operated in the

shadows, without sufficient scrutiny or oversight of its operations," he
continued. 
"The Federal Reserve can enter into agreements with foreign central

banks and foreign governments, and the GAO is prohibited from auditing
or even seeing these agreements. Why should a government – established
agency, whose police force has federal law enforcement powers, and whose
notes have legal tender status in this country, be allowed to enter into
agreements with foreign powers and foreign banking institutions with no
oversight?" 
Paul's bill would also make the Federal Reserve's funding facilities,

including the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, Term Securities Lending
Facility, and Term Asset-Backed Securities Lending Facility subject to
congressional oversight. 
His new commentary was titled, "Audit the Fed, Then End It!" It cited

some "pushback" from individuals in Congress. "The main argument
seems to be that Congressional oversight over the Fed is government
interference in the free market," he wrote. "This argument shows a
misunderstanding of what a free market really is. Fundamentally, you
cannot defend the Federal Reserve and the free market at the same time. 
"The Fed negates the very foundation of a free market by artificially

manipulating the price and supply of money – the lifeblood of the
economy. In a free market, interest rates, like the price of any other
consumer good, are decentralized and set by the market. The only
legitimate, Constitutional role of government in monetary policy is to
protect the integrity of the monetary unit and defend against

counterfeiters," he said. 
What has actually happened is the U.S. is that Congress "has abdicated

this responsibility to a cabal of elite, quasi-governmental banks who,
instead of stabilizing the economy, have destabilized it," he wrote. 
Paul said it took "less than two decades for the Federal Reserve to bring

on the Great Depression of the 1930s." He also said some have been
worried about bringing the Fed into the "political process." 
"The Federal Reserve is already heavily entrenched in the political

process, as the Fed chairman is a political appointee. High level officials
routinely make the rounds between positions at the Fed, member banks,
Treasury and back again, taking care of friends and each other along the
way," he said. 
Note: Concerned individuals may contact members of the House

Committee of Financial Services in reference to H.R. 1207 and the Senate
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs committee in reference to its
companion bill, S. 604. They may also contact their respective
representatives and senators. 

Southwest Military Activity... Continues! 
By Jeff Maehr

The Southwest Free Press routinely travels to Durango for paper and
interview purposes.  On one trip,  May 22, just passing through Bayfield,
we passed a convoy of military trucks and trailers.  We immediately did a
U-turn to see what this was all about.  We caught up with them at the east
end of bayfield, and they turned into the gas station, circled around the
station, stopped, and as we approached the lead vehicle, they took off
again, meeting up with three other vehicles coming on 160.
Since we had to pick up papers, we called ahead to notice Archuleta

County Guard (ACG) members and asked them to watch for this caravan
and see where they were going.  Two obtained pictures of these
government vehicles, including government plates as they traveled
through Pagosa Springs.
One member followed the caravan, got ahead of them all as they

traveled east on 160, and they stopped at Treasure Falls, at the foot of Wolf
Creek Pass.  ACG  was able to talk with some of these drivers, in civilian
clothing, and received some surprising answers.
The group was with the “Weapons of Mass destruction” enforcement

team.  They were in Durango training the local fire department... in what,
we don’t know for sure, but words like “white powder response” and
“nuclear response” were used.  They stated that they were in civilian cloths
to “not panic the public,” although all their vehicles had tinted windows
and the ACG couldn’t see inside to even know they wore civilian clothing.
ACG asked why would they rely on the Durango fire department for

terrorists threats in our area, since the government “team “ from Colorado
Springs would certainly be much better prepared for terrorist activities,
and the response was... “they are well prepared to respond.”  What
weapons or other items do they have we should know about?  Further
questions revealed that the units traveling through the area were “self-
contained” communications and response units, able to move anywhere on
the planet and be able to communicate with their “superiors,” hence, the
satellite dishes mounted on their rigs.
The Free Press thinks it would be incredibly encouraging to all of the

citizens of the Southwest, to hear about these training sessions, and to
know that we are being protected... if that is really what is taking place.  If
our fire departments, or other people in uniform, are being prepped...
shouldn’t we know about it and shouldn’t they be on our side?  

AA&&OO
AAUUTTOOMMOOTTIIVVEE

PRIDE • INTEGRITY
*PROMPT SERVICE*
Complete Satisfaction Guaranteed!

731-1109 •  67 Majestic Drive,
Pagosa Springs
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Protests are cropping up all across America...see more pics!
www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/chicago-protest.pdf
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www.coloradoflowingwaters.com - flowing.waters@hotmail.com
800-214-5485, 970-731-3377, 970-946-7745

Make a Statement to
America and the
Government everyday...
Freedom and Liberty are
being turned on their
heads... so every liberty
stamp you buy and send,
send it upside down as a
warning to all that liberty
is being silenced.  

An upside down bell can’t
ring...it is silenced... but
YOU don’t have to be...  

Let Freedom RING...

“The greatest sins are the sins of silence in the face of evil.  The
action of a prophet is not to prophesy an event that can’t be
changed.  It’s to prophesy pathways and timelines that you can
then decide because you are co-creators of your own future.
Darkness is not the opposite of light, but the absence of it. And
by bringing these things to light is not to bring terror to the
people, but to bring comfort, to bring control, to bring a sense of
empowerment to everyone who hears this.”  Dr Bill Deagle
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Americans:  Enemies of the State?
Are We All Enemies

of the State?
By John W. Whitehead

Two years ago, I alerted people
to the fact that the groundwork was
being laid for a new kind of
government where virtually
everyone is a suspect and it will no
longer matter if you're innocent or
guilty, whether you're a threat to the
nation or even if you're a citizen.
What will matter is what the
president--or whoever happens to
be occupying the Oval Office at the
time--thinks. 
At the time, I was voicing

concerns about the liberties the
Bush administration was taking in
its application of the term "enemy
combatant." Today, under the
Obama administration, the
perceived threat is coming from an
altogether different direction:
"rightwing extremists." 
In a recent report issued by the

Department of Homeland Security,
"Rightwing Extremism: Current
Economic and Political Climate
Fueling Resurgence in
Radicalization and Recruitment,"
an extremist is defined as anyone
who subscribes to a particular
political viewpoint. Rightwing
extremists are broadly defined in
the report as individuals and groups
"that are mainly antigovernment,
rejecting federal authority in favor
of state or local authority, or
rejecting government authority
entirely."
The report is problematic on

many levels, but several things in
particular stand out. 
First, the report is short on facts

and long on generalizations. The

DHS states that it has "no specific
information that domestic
rightwing terrorists are currently
planning acts of violence."
Nevertheless, it goes on to list a
number of scenarios that could arise
as a result of so-called rightwing
extremists playing on the public's
fears and discontent over various
issues, including the economic
downturn, real estate foreclosures
and unemployment--all problems
created by the government.
Second, it uses the words

terrorist and extremist
interchangeably. In other words,
voicing what the government
would consider to be extremist
viewpoints is tantamount to being a
terrorist. However, if you buy into
the government's definition, I could
very well be considered a terrorist.
So too could John Lennon, Martin
Luther King Jr., Roger Baldwin
(founder of the ACLU), Patrick
Henry, Thomas Jefferson and
Samuel Adams--all of these men
protested and passionately spoke
out against government practices
with which they disagreed and
would be prime targets under this
document. The message to the
American people is clear: be careful
what you say because if you say
something the government doesn't
like, you'll become a political
enemy.
Third, the 10-page document

takes pains to describe the political
views of those who would qualify as
being a rightwing extremist. For
example, you are labeled a
rightwing extremist if you voice
concerns about a myriad of issues
including: policy changes under
President Obama; the economic
downturn and home foreclosures;

the loss of U.S. jobs in
manufacturing and construction
sectors; and social issues such as
abortion, interracial crimes,
immigration and same-sex
marriage. 
DHS also issues a red-flag

warning against anyone who
promotes "conspiracy theories
involving declarations of martial
law, impending civil strife or racial
conflict, suspension of the U.S.
Constitution, and the creation of
citizen detention camps." 
As a constitutional attorney, I've

written on all of these topics at one
time or another, and there is
nothing conspiratorial about the
threats they pose to our rights. Yet
according to this document, I am an
enemy of the state.
If anyone seems to have a

conspiratorial bent, it's the DHS
under the Obama administration.
Lacking any concrete facts, this
document reeks of paranoia on the
part of government officials about a
possible populist uprising. The
danger, however, is that the
government has incredible
resources to follow through on their
fears--which means surveillance
and intimidation of citizens who
disagree with the government. 
For example, the National

Security Agency, which has been
authorized to listen in on your
phones and track your electronic
communications, is putting the
finishing touches on an artificial
intelligence system that uses
information collected from a
variety of sources (phone bills,
credit card statements, Internet
activity, etc.) to anticipate your
every move. And with the help of
the Obama White House,
legislation was recently introduced
into Congress that will give the
federal government the authority to
shut down the Internet in a time of
declared emergency. 
When coupled with the DHS

missive on rightwing extremism,
these encroachments on our rights
appear even more ominous,
especially in light of a U.S. Army
War College report issued last fall
that called on the military to be
prepared for a "violent, strategic
dislocation inside the United
States." According to the report,
such an uprising could be provoked
by "unforeseen economic collapse,"
"purposeful domestic resistance,"
"pervasive public health
emergencies" or "loss of
functioning political and legal
order"--all related to dissent and
protests over America's economic
disarray.
This is nothing less than the

shot across the bow, a warning that
the government will be targeting
for surveillance those who disagree
with the administration politically.
They're going to monitor internet

activity, phone calls, as well as what
commentators and bloggers have to
say. DHS will also be working with
state and local agents to conduct
surveillance. As the report states:
"DHS will be working with its state
and local partners over the next
several months to ascertain with
greater regional specificity the rise
in rightwing extremist activity in
the United States, with a particular
emphasis on the political,
economic, and social factors that
drive rightwing extremist
radicalization." In other words,
they're going to nationalize their
paranoia.
In taking such an overt stance

against political rivals, the
government is taking aim at a
protected First Amendment right:
the right to political speech and
thought. Targeting people because
of their political views is
Nixonesque, a repeat of past tactics
to preempt political opposition. 
Americans have a right to be

disgruntled. They shouldn't be
censored, subjected to surveillance
or intimidated into silence simply
because they take to the streets,
protest or choose to carry a picket
sign that attacks government
policies
Why should any American be

treated like an enemy of the state
just because we choose to exercise
our constitutional rights?

Constitutional attorney and
author John W. Whitehead is
founder and president of The
Rutherford Institute. He can be
contacted at
j o h n w @ r u t h e r f o r d . o r g .
Information about the Institute is
available at www.rutherford.org.

White House 'dialogue' site
scrubbed of eligibility posts
Many Obama birth certificate

queries yanked from 'transparency'
debate. By Chelsea Schilling
© 2009 WorldNetDaily 

With more than 200 individual
threads and thousands of
comments on the eligibility issue
alone, moderators of the White
House website on "open
government dialogue" have been
working tirelessly to edit the
dialogue about Barack Obama's
elusive "long-form" birth
certificate. 
Many of the top-rated threads

are from citizens calling on Obama
to release his birth certificate. The
postings in the "top rated" category
have received the most "looks
promising" votes from users. New
threads on the topic of Obama's
constitutional eligibility to serve as
president are appearing by the
minute. 

KINGDOM TIMBER & FRAME, Inc
Chama, NM - 575.756.2705

While the earth remains ...  Genesis 8:22

See Censoring, Page 16
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Pagosa Green Pages is devoted to anything “GREEN:” Environmental, Energy Saving Technologies, Resource Saving, Natural Health, Self-Sufficiency, etc.  If you have
anything on these topics that will help educate us all, bring it on and we will get it printed as we can.  We are in this together!

Downloadable Curriculum Teaches
Food Sovereignty

Food sovereignty is the right of family
farmers to grow food for their families and local
markets and the right of consumers to get access
to local, healthy foods. This grassroots
movement is gaining momentum around the
world, and now the National Family Farm
Coalition and Grassroots International have put
together a series of downloadable curricula to
increase understanding of how the food system
works, its failures, and the hopeful alternatives
that are blossoming throughout the world. The
curriculum is divided into four modules: one
each for consumers, faith and anti-hunger
groups, environmentalists and farmers, all
designed to help:
• Understand the ways in which current U.S.

agricultural, trade and energy policies
undermine the right of communities and nations
around the world to determine their own food
policies;
• See how food sovereignty and locally based

food systems rooted in social justice and
environmental sustainability can be practical
alternatives to unsustainable industrial
agriculture;
• Envision how people can act together across

borders to build local food systems and pass fair
agriculture, trade and energy policies.
http://www.grassrootsonline.org/publication

s/educational-resources/download-food-
thought-action-a-food-sovereignty-curriculum

Garbage across America

How often have we seen those orange
garbage bags along the roads of America?  At
any given time, along any given road, we see
people walking along with orange warning vests
on, picking up someone else’s garbage?  WHY?
What does this say about American’s

willingness to throw trash out of their vehicles as
they travel across our beautiful country?  Is it all
accidental?  Why do so many “American’s” feel
free to trash their own nests?  
Colorado:
•$5.6 M Taxpayer Dollars to remove 145,486

cubic yards of trash (2004-2005)
•Fiscal Year 2008 removed 116,000 cubic

yards of trash 
New Mexico:
•2 Million Taxpayer Dollars spent for

roadside pickup only
•18,140 Tons of Trash (2007) 
•Litter Hotline: 800.867.7666
Utah:
•$1.8M Taxpayer Dollars on Roadside Trash 
•60% for UCI Prison Crews ($500/day) 
•99,600 Orange Trash bags filled 
Arizona:
•$19M Taxpayer dollars  
•ADOT crews pick up and average of

151,000 bags per year- Phoenix area
•1.6 Million pounds of trash per year
•Litter Hotline: 877.354.8837
California:
•$62M Taxpayer dollars  per year to pick up

roadside litter 
•California Department of Transportation,

Division of Maintenance spends a total of
approximately 41 million* dollars on litter
removal

•$375.2 M Taxpayer dollars  is the projected
annual cost to public agencies for litter
prevention, clean up and disposal 
•Littering Fine- $1000 misdemeanor  (even

WITH this hefty fine, look at their stats).
Have we become so decadent, so “free,” so

unconscious that we have no respect for the
environment or the State and its people we are
visiting?
This is a shame and disgrace to us all.  Next

time you see someone throwing trash out the
window, let them hear about it.
State Stats:

http://www.greenecoservices.com/the-high-
cost-of-litter-millions-of-taxpayer/

SWEET POISON

In October of 2001, my sister started getting
very sick. She had stomach spasms and she was
having a hard time getting around. Walking was
a major chore. It took everything she had just to
get out of bed; she was in so much pain.
By March 2002, she had undergone several

tissue and muscle biopsies and was on 24 various
prescription medications. The doctors could not
determine what was wrong with her. She was in
so much pain, and so sick, she just knew she was
dying. She put her house, bank accounts, life
insurance, etc., in her oldest daughter's name,
and made sure that her younger children were to
be taken care of.
She also wanted her last hooray, so she

planned a trip to Florida (basically in a
wheelchair) for March 22nd.
On March 19, I called her to ask how her

most recent tests went, and she said they didn't
find anything on the test, but they believe she
had MS.
I recalled an article a friend of mine e-mailed

to me and I asked my sister if she drank diet
soda? She told me that she did. As a matter of
fact, she was getting ready to crack one open that
moment.
What did this “diet” cola contain?

ASPARTAME (NutraSweet, Equal, Spoonful,
etc).  Do you suffer from fibromyalgia
symptoms, spasms, shooting, pains, numbness in
your legs, cramps, vertigo, dizziness, headaches,
tinnitus, joint pain, unexplainable depression,
anxiety attacks, slurred speech, blurred vision, or
memory loss?  Then you probably have
ASPARTAME poisoning!
When the temperature of this sweetener

exceeds 86 degrees F, the wood alcohol in
ASPARTAME converts to formaldehyde and
then to formic acid, which in turn causes
metabolic acidosis. Formic acid is the poison
found in the sting of fire ants. The methanol
toxicity mimics, among other conditions,
multiple sclerosis and systemic lupus. Many
people were being diagnosed in error. Although
multiple sclerosis is not a death sentence,
Methanol toxicity is!
Systemic lupus has become almost as

rampant as multiple sclerosis, especially with
Diet Coke and Diet Pepsi drinkers. The victim
usually does not know that the Aspartame is the
culprit. He or she continues its use; irritating the
lupus to such a degree that it may become a life-
threatening condition.
We have seen patients with systemic lupus

become asymptotic, once taken off diet sodas.
http://www.sweetpoison.com/

Food Irridation... Our Friend?

The Obama Administration is considering
nominating Dr. Michael Doyle, a proponent of
food irradiation,
for Under
Secretary of
Food Safety.
If this sounds

familiar, it's
because the
Administration
was forced to
stop considering
M i c h a e l
O s t e r h o l m ,
a n o t h e r
irradition proponent, for the same position after
thousands of folks like you spoke up. 
What's so bad about irradiation? The

technology's safety has not been thoroughly
researched.  Some research suggests that
irradiated food promotes tumor growth and may
cause genetic damage.  Irradiation is also
ineffective, as it fails to kill all bacteria and may
undermine food safety efforts by masking filthy
conditions in slaughterhouses.  On top of all
this, the technology is expensive, meaning we
will all pay more to treat our food with
something that may harm our health. 

The radura is the symbol for
irradiated foods

Islam/Muslims Winning the
War Adapted from Dr. Peter Hammond’s
book: Slavery, Terrorism and Islam

Islam has religious, legal, political, economic
and military components. The religious
component is a beard for all the other
components.  Islamization occurs when there
are sufficient Muslims in a country to agitate
for their so-called “religious rights.”
When politically correct and culturally

diverse societies agree to “the reasonable”
Muslim demands for their “religious rights,”
they also get the other components under the
table.Here’s how it works (percentages source
CIA: The World Fact Book (2007)).
As long as the Muslim population remains

around 1% of any given country they will be
regarded as a peace-loving minority and not as
a threat to anyone.  In fact, they may be featured
in articles and films, stereotyped for their
colorful uniqueness:
United States -- Muslim 1.0%
Australia -- Muslim 1.5%
Canada -- Muslim 1.9%
China -- Muslim I %-2%
Italy -- Muslim 1.5%
Norway -- Muslim 1.8%
At 2% and 3% they begin to proselytize

from other ethnic minorities and disaffected
groups with major recruiting from the jails and
among street gangs:
Denmark -- Muslim 2%
Germany -- Muslim 3.7%
United Kingdom -- Muslim 2. 7%
Spain -- Muslim 4%
Thailand -- Muslim 4.6%
From 5% on they exercise an inordinate

influence in proportion to their percentage of
the population. They will push for the
introduction of halaal (clean by Islamic

See Muslim, Page 16
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standards) food, thereby securing food
preparation jobs for Muslims. They will increase
pressure on supermarket chains to feature it on
their shelves -- along with threats for failure to
comply.  (United States).
France -- Muslim 8%
Philippines -- Muslim 5% 
Sweden -- Muslim 5%
Switzerland -- Muslim 4.3%
The Netherlands -- Muslim 5.5%
Trinidad & Tobago -- Muslim 5.8%

At this point, they will work to get the ruling
government to allow them to rule themselves
under Sharia, the Islamic Law.  The ultimate
goal of Islam is not to convert the world but to
establish Sharia law over the entire world.
When Muslims reach 10% of the population,

they will increase lawlessness as a means of
complaint about their conditions (Paris -- car-
burnings).  Any non-Muslim action that offends
Islam will result in uprisings and threats
(Amsterdam-- Mohammed cartoons).

Guyana -- Muslim 10%
India -- Muslim 13.4%
Israel -- Muslim 16%
Kenya -- Muslim 10%
Russia -- Muslim 10-15%

After reaching 20% expect hair-trigger

rioting, jihad militia formations, sporadic
killings and church and synagogue burning:

Ethiopia -- Muslim 32.8%

At 40% you will find widespread massacres,
chronic terror attacks and ongoing militia
warfare:
Bosnia -- Muslim 40%
Chad -- Muslim 53.1%
Lebanon -- Muslim 59.7%

From 60% you may expect unfettered
persecution of non-believers and other religions,
sporadic ethnic cleansing (genocide), use of
Sharia Law as a weapon and Jizya, the tax placed
on infidels:

Albania -- Muslim 70%
Malaysia -- Muslim 60.4%
Qatar -- Muslim 77.5%
Sudan -- Muslim 70%

After 80% expect State run ethnic cleansing
and genocide.

Bangladesh -- Muslim 83%
Egypt -- Muslim 90%
Gaza -- Muslim 98.7%
Indonesia -- Muslim 86.1%
Iran -- Muslim 98%
Iraq -- Muslim 97%

Jordan -- Muslim 92%
Morocco -- Muslim 98.7%
Pakistan -- Muslim 97%
Palestine -- Muslim 99%
Syria -- Muslim 90%
Tajikistan -- Muslim 90%
Turkey -- Muslim 99.8%
United Arab Emirates -- Muslim 96%

100% will usher in the peace of “Dar-es-
Salaam” — the Islamic House of Peace — there’s
supposed to be peace because everybody is a
Muslim:

Afghanistan — Muslim 100%
Saudi Arabia — Muslim 100%
Somalia — Muslim 100%
Yemen — Muslim 99.9%

Of course, that’s not the case. To satisfy their
blood lust, Muslims then start killing each other
for a variety of reasons.
“Before I was nine I had learned the basic

canon of Arab life.  It was me against my brother
me and my brother against our father my family
against my cousins and the clan; the clan against
the tribe; and the tribe against the world. And all
of us against the infidel. — Leon Uris, “The
Haj.” 

Muslim from Page 15

WND observed the "Making Data More
Accessible" section for several hours as more
suggestions appeared and at least 60 were
subsequently deleted on the first page alone – all
requests for the president to submit proof of
citizenship. 
One deleted post echoed many others in

asking President Obama to "Prove that you are a
U.S. citizen and valid president." 
The post asks why Obama doesn't simply

release his "real birth certificate and end all of
this controversy." 
"Are you a fraud?" it asks. "Is your election to

the highest office in the land the largest scam
ever pulled on the American people? Are you
really not eligible for office? End the speculation
and prove who you are." 
One displeased user who had his post deleted

wrote, "I posted a comment about the lack of
transparency in President Obama's
administration and history, and down it came in
minutes. So much for a open dialogue or, for that
matter, freedom of speech." 

Another man suggested U.S. citizens consider
a class-action lawsuit against President Obama
until he surrenders his documents. His post
stated, in part: 
Dear President, If only you would show us

your long form birth certificate that shows
location (hospital) of birth as well as attending
physician info. 
Be it duly noted that We the People of this

constitutional republic do hereby note many of
the abuses of power that you and your
administration's representatives are currently
engaged in. 
We the People do hereby certify that we are

considering all legal options available to restrict
your audacity to run roughshod over the
Constitution, abuse of power and office, as well
as spending too much friggin' money when we
are, as a nation, broke. …
His post was subsequently deleted. 

Entire article available at:
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa

=PAGE.view&pageId=99933

Editor’s Note:

The issue of Obama’s eligibility to actually be
President is not political, it is not partisan, it is
not “revenge” or any other foolish notion.  It IS
a Constitutional issue... one of the Rule of Law,
one of truth, one of common sense.
Millions of People are questioning this

because the challenge was made, and yet Obama
continues to spend money... over 1 million
dollars so far, to prevent any records of his that
would shed light on his status as a United States
citizen, including school loan records, from
being released, which would show what category
of loan it was... i.e. a foreign student loan.
With all that Obama is doing to bring radical

destructive change to our economy and country,
not being eligible to be President is not only a
moral issue, but is criminal.  Every act as a non-
president is rendered null and void in law.

Censoring, from Page 14

“A citizen who shirks his duty to contribute to the security of his community is
little better than the criminal who threatens it.”  Robert Boatman.
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adopt the Model State Emergency Health
Powers Act, prepared by the Center for Law and
the Public's Health at Georgetown and Johns
Hopkins Universities for the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
This Act grants unprecedented and

unchecked powers to the Governors of the 50
States. It can be downloaded from
www.publichealthlaw.net.
It is likely that HHS will tie passage of the

Act to billions of dollars in federal funding: the
usual method of bribery/coercion to get States to
pass legislation that would otherwise never be
considered.
Paul Weyrich of the Free Congress

Foundation said: "Tommy Thompson, whom I
have considered a friend for thirty years, should
be ashamed of himself for advocating this kind
of Big Brother legislation. This is not the
Tommy Thompson we knew as a four-term
governor of Wisconsin."
HHS is using the 9/11 emergency as a

pretext to rush passage of an Act that has been
in the works for more than a year. Its main
author, Lawrence O. Gostin, was a member of
Clinton's Task Force on Health Care Reform,
whose secret documents were exposed to public
view as a result of the AAPS lawsuit (AAPS et
al v. Hillary Rodham Clinton et al.)
He was a member of Working Group 17,

Bioethics, of Cluster V, The Ethical Foundations
of the New System, and also a member of the
informal group promoting Single Payer. It is odd
that Tommy Thompson should be urging
adoption of a plan originating with the most
extremist left wing of Clinton's Health Care
Task Force.
This legislation is a serious threat to our civil

liberties. Indeed, "this law treats American
citizens as if they were the enemy," stated
George Annas, chairman of the Health Law
Department at the Boston University School of
Public Health (San Francisco Chronicle,
11/25/01). It must be exposed to the light of day
in the next month and a half.
"If protests are sufficient and if conservative

legislators in state legislatures are properly
alerted, perhaps there is a chance to beat back
this monster," Weyrich said.
Major Provisions:  Declaring an Emergency:

Under this Act, any Governor could appoint
himself dictator by declaring a "public health
emergency." He doesn't even have to consult
anyone.
The Act requires that he "shall consult with

the public health authority," but "nothing in the
duty to consult ... shall be construed to limit the
Governor's authority to act without such
consultation when the situation calls for prompt
and timely action."
The legislature is prohibited from

intervening for 60 days, after which it may

terminate the state of emergency only by a two-
thirds vote of both chambers. (Apparently, it
does not have the authority to find that the state
of emergency never really existed.) Article III,
Section 305(c). There is also the possibility that
the Governor could declare a new emergency as
soon as his powers were about to expire.
What is a public health emergency? It is

whatever the Governor decides it should be. By
the definition in the Act, it could be an
"occurrence"-or just an "imminent threat"-of
basically any cause that involves a biological
agent or biological toxin that poses a "substantial
risk" of a "significant number" of human
fatalities or disability. Article I, Section 104(g).
Terrorism need not be involved; any threat of an
epidemic would suffice.
The Act does not define "substantial risk."

Could it mean a 1-in-1,000,000 chance? Risks
of that magnitude are already being invoked as a
cause for alarm, say of a measles outbreak with
transmission through an unvaccinated child, and
a pretext for removing exemptions to mandatory
vaccines. The EPA also uses such low (and
purely hypothetical) risk as the rationale for very
costly regulations, so the precedent is well-
established.
Is a "significant number" five (the number of

deaths from anthrax as of the date of this
writing); 24 (the number of deaths from
chickenpox in 1998 and 1999 combined, 12 of
them in persons under the age of 20, used as a
reason for mandatory childhood vaccination);
100 cases of AIDS; or is it thousands of deaths
from smallpox, as most readers may assume-or a
single case?
It could be any of these because the definition

is at the sole discretion of the Governor. The
most plausible of the dire threats generally cited
is a smallpox outbreak.
However, given the nature of the disease and

advanced medicine and sanitation, such an
outbreak could be contained without any of the
extreme measures in this Act, just as in the
1970s. (See, for example, "Super Smallpox
Saturdays?" by Michael Arnold Glueck, M.D.,
and Robert J. Cihak, MD,
http://WorldNetDaily.com, Nov. 15, 2001.)
Because of the adverse side effects of the

vaccine (including death), more harm than good
could be done by an ill-advised, unnecessary
mass vaccination campaign.
Patient Privacy Abolished: The Act would

impose significant new reporting requirements
on physicians and pharmacists, further
diminishing the confidentiality of medical
records.
Personal identifying information would have

to be reported in writing, without patient
consent, in the event of "an unusual increase" in
prescriptions related to fever, respiratory, or
gastrointestinal complaints that might represent
an epidemic disease or bioterrorism, or of any
other illness or health condition that could

represent bioterrorism or
epidemic or pandemic
disease. Such conditions are
legion.
Gostin concedes that his

privacy provision is based on
his own model privacy act of
1999, which apparently no
state has adopted. Like the
Clinton privacy regulations
that AAPS is now
challenging in court, Gostin's
view of privacy is to allow

unrestricted disclosure to federal authorities.
Section 506.
Unlimited Power: How would the Governor

handle the emergency? By whatever means he
chose. He is under no obligation to use
scientifically valid methods, or to choose the
least destructive method, or to perform any kind
of risk-benefit analysis.
He may suspend any regulatory statute, or the

rules of any state agency, if they would "prevent,
hinder, or delay necessary action." Article III,
Section 303(a)(1). Among the laws to be
suspended would probably be those permitting
religious, medical, or philosophical exemptions
to mandatory vaccines.
The Governor may not only utilize all the

resources of the State and its political
subdivisions, but commandeer any private
facilities or resources considered necessary, and
"take immediate possession thereof. Such
materials and facilities include, but are not
limited to, communication devices, carriers, real
estate, fuels, food, clothing, and health care
facilities."
Article IV Section 402(a). He may "compel a

health care facility to provide services," but it is
not clear what means he may use to compel its
personnel to work (Article IV Section 402(b)),
except that any physician or other health care
provider who refuses to perform medical
examination or testing as directed shall be liable
for a misdemeanor. Article V Section 502(b).
The Governor may destroy any material or

property "of which there is reasonable cause to
believe that it may endanger the public health."
Article IV Section 401(b). And while the State
shall pay just compensation to the owner of any
facilities that are "lawfully taken" or
appropriated (Article IV Section 406), there is a
huge exception:
"Compensation shall not be provided for

facilities or materials that are closed, evacuated,
decontaminated, or destroyed when there is
reasonable cause to believe that they may
endanger the public health pursuant to Section
401." Article IV Section 406.
The Governor is in charge of determining

"reasonable cause." There is a strong incentive
for him to declare any losses to private owners to
be noncompensable.
"Reasonable cause" might mean

"contaminated." Is the Senate Hart Office
Building contaminated with anthrax? Yes.
Should it therefore be destroyed, or subjected to
fumigation with chemicals that would destroy
much of the equipment and furnishings? Most
think not.
The problem is that given a sufficiently

sensitive testing method, everything is probably
"contaminated" with almost everything else.
Moreover, every testing method has some level
of false positives.
The late Conrad Chester of Oak Ridge

National Laboratory stated that any place that
has ever supported cattle has anthrax
contamination (lecture before Doctors for
Disaster Preparedness annual meeting, 1996).
The same probably applies to any land that has
supported sheep or goats, or any land that has
had the wind deposit soil from such an area.
In other words, anthrax spores are probably

ubiquitous, though at a concentration that very
rarely causes any harm. Such harm as was done
may have been misdiagnosed by physicians who
were unfamiliar with anthrax and not specifically
looking for it.

Dictators,  from Page 5

See Dictators, Page 18
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Under this law, nothing would stop the
Governor from ordering a citizen to turn over
his house to be used as an isolation facility, and
later destroying the house on the grounds that it
is contaminated. This order, like any other, could
be enforced at gunpoint by any law enforcement
officer.
In a time of public hysteria, fanned by press

coverage based on the "if it bleeds, it leads"
policy, common sense is likely to be an early
casualty. It is even possible that terrorists-or
persons bent on radical transformation of society
and the American form of government-could
deliberately raise a false alarm and influence a
Governor to take action that would result in
more damage to freedom than the terrorists
themselves could ever accomplish.
Or radical environmentalists (who haven't, to

date, generally had the label of terrorist applied
to them) could bring about the destruction of an
activity that they object to (such as logging,
cattle ranching, or modern farming). There are
no checks and balances in this Act to prevent
such an occurrence, and no meaningful
accountability for the public officials who carry
out a basically misguided policy, however
destructive.
Command and Control: The Act assumes

that the best method to use in an emergency is
force and central control. There is no evidence
that force works better than leadership, which
can bring out the best in citizens coming
together to meet the crisis, just as firefighters,
police, medical professionals, hotel owners, and

other businessmen did in New York City.
Totalitarianism is not only evil but has had

uniformly disastrous results.
Although the world has 40 centuries of

experience to show that the effect of price
controls on the economy is comparable to that of
an asteroid impact on the earth, the Act
empowers the Governor to ration, fix prices, and
otherwise control the allocation, sale, use, or
transportation of any item as deemed
"reasonable and necessary for emergency
response."
This specifically includes firearms. Article IV

Section 402(c) and Section 405(b). Moreover,
the Governor can simply seize such items.
Article IV Section 402(a).
The Act grants Governors the exclusive

power to control the expenditure of funds
appropriated for emergencies; the intent and
priorities set by the Legislature would be
irrelevant.
The Governor may delegate powers at his

sole discretion to unelected political appointees.
Criminalizing Refusal of Medical Treatment:

The Act empowers the public health authority
to decide upon medical treatment or
immunizations and to impose its view on
individuals, who are liable for a misdemeanor
should they refuse.
Article V Section 504(b). Although it might

in some circumstances be prudent and justified
to quarantine a person who refuses
immunization during an outbreak, it is
tyrannical to criminalize the medical choice to
decline a treatment.

An immunization or treatment might
well cause serious harm to certain
individuals even if the public health
authority does not recognize that it is
"reasonably likely" to lead to "serious
harm"-another two important undefined
terms. Article V Section 504(a)(4).
The Act gives the public health

authority the right to isolate or quarantine
a person on an ex parte court order, with
no hearing for at least 72 hours. If the
public health authority decides that an
unvaccinated person is a risk to others,
even if uninfected, he could be
quarantined.
Article V Section 503(e). It is quite

possible that public health authorities
could force such a person from his home
to a place of quarantine, where he will be
exposed to infected persons. Such places
shall be maintained in a safe and hygienic
manner "to the extent possible," and "all
reasonable means shall be taken to prevent
the transmission of infection among
isolated or quarantined individuals."
Article V Section 503(a). The Act itself

thus implies that an uninfected person is
at risk by being placed in such a facility; it
is quite likely that he could be at greater
risk than if he had the freedom to protect
himself as he saw fit. It is assumed that
public health authorities will be
"reasonable"; however, this assumption is
questionable.
Even now, children not vaccinated

against hepatitis B are being excluded
from school even though there is NO risk
that an uninfected child can transmit the
disease and a minuscule risk that he can
acquire the disease at school.
Zero Accountability: If the State does

more harm than good through unfettered
use of its draconian power, it can rely on
the state immunity clause:

"Neither the State, its political subdivisions,
nor, except in cases of gross negligence or willful
misconduct, the Governor, the public health
authority, or any other State official referenced
in this Act, is liable for the death of or any injury
to persons, or damage to property, as a result of
complying with or attempting to comply with
this Act or any rule or regulations promulgated
pursuant to this Act."
Article VIII Section 804.
Note that the law would grant certain

immunities even for deaths improperly caused,
and allows such immunity even for advisors who
made recommendations based on conflicts of
interest.
An Alternate Proposal: States can and should

improve their ability to respond to disaster,
including bioterrorism. However, having the
Governor play doctor and dictator is not the
right response. Citizens should distribute
information about the actual content of the
Model Emergency Health Powers Act to
opinion leaders, newspaper editors, columnists,
the Chamber of Commerce, business groups,
medical society officials, legislators, and the
Bush Administration.
Action Step: You can go to

http://www.aapsonline.org/ and click on the
Emergency Dictorial Powers act in the left
column. Then click on the December 13th
Action Alert which will provide information on
how to respond to your legislators on this issue.
Additional Resource:
http://www.publichealthlaw.net/

Dictators from Page 17
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PRESS RELEASES
Animal Verses for Grown-

Up Children to Open at Town
Park Gallery

Local performing artist, writer
and musician A. John Graves and
visual artist Sabine Baeckmann-
Elge have a treat in store for
Pagosans when their collaborative
exhibit opens at the Pagosa Springs
Arts Council’s Town Park Gallery.
The exhibit, opening on Thursday
May 28th,  will introduce the two
artists’ book project entitled
“Animal Verses for Grown-up
Children,” featuring poetry written
by Graves and illustrated by
Baeckmann-Elge. Although the
recently-released book’s feel is quite
whimsical, it is certainly not a
children’s book. “Animal Verses for
Grown-up Children” features
humorous poems written by John,
whose subjects are animals and
their peculiar and unique views and
situations in life.   
John describes his take on the

gist of the book, “In the last ten
years while you and my former film,
television, and academic colleagues
have been soaring to new heights in
the areas of cultural, educational,
and professional achievements, I
have been writing a collection of
dirty animal poems. (Perhaps a
more genteel description would be
a subtle, sophisticated, slightly sexy
soupcon of saucy zoological satire.)”   
“A few years ago I met a

wonderful local artist who has
illustrated the verses in the style of
a children's picture book. We call
the venture Animal Verses for
Grown-up Children, and it’s
definitely a PG-13-rated venture,”
continues Graves.   
During the exhibit, Baeckmann-

Elge will display the watercolor
illustrations she created for the
collaborative book project, and at
various times throughout the
Exhibit Opening and Artist
Reception, Graves will treat the
audience to live readings from the
book. This exhibit will also feature a

small representation of
Baeckmann-Elge’s latest body of
works entitled, "Animal Lines",
which are watercolors of animals in
unique situations. This subset of
Baeckmann-Elge’s work will not
only enhance the overall theme of
the exhibit, but also show a very
different - yet relevant - side to her
work.    
Sabine and John are already

thinking of where their
collaboration will lead them next.
“It’s hard not to be creative with a
mind like John’s inspiring you,” says
Baeckmann-Elge.   
This exhibit, with its

performance art element, definitely
promises to not only tickle your
funnybone, but have you looking at
our animal friends with a new
angle! If anything, it will be a very
colorful exhibit and reading. The
exhibit runs from May 28th
through June 23rd at the Pagosa
Springs Arts Council’s Town Park
Gallery. The Gallery hours are
Tuesday through Sunday, 12 noon
to 4 p.m. The Exhibit Opening and
Artist Reception will be held
Thursday May 28th, 5 to 7 p.m. 

NORTHCOM Prepares
for Possible Pandemic

By Sgt. 1st Class Gail Braymen,
USA Special to American Forces
Press Service
PETERSON AIR FORCE

BASE, Colo., Feb. 1, 2006 – U.S.
Northern Command recently
hosted representatives from more
than 40 international, federal and
state agencies for an exercise
designed to provoke discussion and
determine what governmental
actions, including military support,
would be necessary in the event of
an influenza pandemic in the
United States. 
"We're building the knowledge

base, trying to get ahead of the
curve now as much as we can," said
Gene Pino, director of
NORTHCOM's training and

exercise directorate. "We're here to
explore (and) identify issues,
identify challenges and identify
concerns from each of our
particular perspectives." 
Officials consider a pandemic - a

global epidemic - a possibility due
to increasing numbers of people
around the world contracting a life-
threatening flu virus from birds. So
far, humans infected with the avian
flu virus have been verified in
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Korea,
Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Russia,
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Turkey and,
most recently, Iraq. 
However, no cases of human-to-

human transmission have been
confirmed, and no cases of avian
flu, in birds or in humans, have been
reported in the United States or
Canada. The avian flu does not
represent a widespread danger to
human populations until the virus
mutates into a strain that spreads
from person to person, experts said. 
Well before news headlines

started reporting growing numbers
of both sick birds and sick people,
U.S. and Canadian military officials
decided to focus joint exercise
efforts on the pandemic influenza
scenario. "Since that time, a
tremendous amount of energy has
been expended to prepare for the

eventuality that this is a very
plausible and a very dangerous
threat," Pino said. 
Exercise attendees analyzed

topics such as public health care,
maintaining civil order and
providing continuity of government
and private operations in case of
widespread infection and worker
absenteeism. 
"NORTHCOM will not be

running the show in the event of a
pandemic," said Dave Wilkins, the
NORTHCOM exercise facilitator.
"We will be taking guidance and
requests from other agencies, such
as the Department of Homeland
Security, via the secretary of
defense." 
One most critical

NORTHCOM mission during a
possible pandemic is to keep the
American public informed. The
command will work with the
Department of Defense, the
Department of Health and Human
Services and other agencies at
federal, state and local levels and
will use a variety of methods,
including traditional press releases
and the agency's public Web site, to
disseminate information, said
Michael Perini, director of
NORTHCOM public affairs. 

See Press Release, Page 21

launches his run for governor of that state and
hits the national media promoting release of his
autobiographical manifesto, "So Help Me God."
Judge Roy Moore's critics, both within

conservative circles and without, have
maintained that Moore violated the law by
disobeying the order of a federal judge to remove
a monument of the Ten Commandments from
his courthouse. But Moore brilliantly argues that
those who ordered him to remove the
monument are the ones breaking the law by
ordering him to violate his oath to uphold the
Constitution of the United States.
In So Help Me God, Moore argues that the

states must acknowledge the moral principles on
which America was founded and that it is not
illegal to do so. This book articulates why Moore
believes elected and appointed government
officials have the right and the obligation to
acknowledge God as the foundation of

American government and jurisprudence.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=P
AGE.view&pageId=99832
Obama:  U.S. 'one of largest Muslim

countries'
http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&

pageId=100019
The number of Muslims in the U.S. would

make America "one of the largest Muslim
countries in the world," claimed President
Obama in an interview released last night. His
assertion, which is factually inaccurate, comes one
day before he is set to deliver a much-anticipated
address to the Muslim world from Cairo, Egypt. 
Teasing the speech with the French television

network Canal Plus, Obama commented "Now, the
flip side is I think that the United States and the
West generally, we have to educate ourselves more
effectively on Islam. And one of the points I want to
make is, is that if you actually took the number of
Muslims Americans, we'd be one of the largest
Muslim countries in the world. And so there's got to

be a better dialogue and a better understanding
between the two peoples." 

MadMax DC Ride - Update.

The Southwest Free Press is in regular
contact with “MadMax” Jim Gafney as he rides
across America.  Moving through Colorado,
and now around Dodge City, he continues to
draw not only individual interest but media
looking to interview him and tell his story.   
Jim states people all along the ride are not

only as upset as he is, they are signing the
petitions, providing donations and are as sick
and tired as he is of the direction our country is
headed.

News Briefs, from Page 9
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WE THE PEOPLE 

Wanted:
Volunteers for delivering the Southwest Free Press

after printing every other Friday, and  off weeks. In
Pagosa, Durango and in Towns East over the pass. 
If you live in any of these areas and would like to

help distribute the Free Press to local businesses, you
can join with a few others to make it a fast, efficient
process.
We have delivery set up to all three locations and

just need a few extra hands to deliver to local
businesses. Help us with the mission of Freedom and
Rights!  Hiring for deliver help possible as we grow.

Active and retired
top military brass met
to discuss what really
happened on 9/11
By Wayne Madsen
www.waynemadsenreport.com

Wayne Madsen Report (WMR)
has learned from a well-informed
source that in the months after the
9/11 attacks, a group of retired and
active duty military officers, with
ranks as high as general, met in an
informal and hush-hush working
group to discuss what actually
occurred on September 11, 2001.
WMR has been told that those

who met did not believe, in whole
or in part, the official line that 19
Arabs nationals armed with box
cutters hijacked four U.S. passenger
planes and flew three of them into
the World Trade Center and
Pentagon.
The officers included veterans of

Marine Corps Special Operations.
The officers concluded that it

was impossible for the military’s
command and control, intelligence,
and other defense systems to
cascade in a total failure on the
morning of September 11. They
quietly set out to find out what
actually occurred that morning and
who or what influenced the total
failure of defense, intelligence, and
air traffic control systems.
The officers were forced to hold

their meetings in secret because of

retaliation brought against those
who revealed information
embarrassing to the Bush
administration about both 9/11 and
the concocted war against Iraq
It is now being reported that

investigators for the 9/11
Commission drafted a memo in
April 2004 stating they believed
that the North American Air
Defense Command (NORAD) and
the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) lied to
commission investigators by
indicating the military’s readiness
was sufficient on 9/11. Commission
staffer John Azzerello is reported to
have given the memo to
Commission Executive Director
Philip Zelikow, a leading neocon,
who then “buried it.”
Commission investigators

wanted a strongly worded criminal
referral on NORAD and FAA
perjury sent to the Justice
Department but Zelikow
downplayed the complaint and later
told Phil Shenon, the author of
“The Commission” and New York
Times reporter, that he did not
know of the criminal referral issue
at the time.
The 9/11 Commission

documents about the perjury of
NORAD and FAA officials
corroborates the concerns expressed
by the retired military officers about
the true version of events on 9/11. 

is some kind of heaven sent
messiah showing us the way to the
Promised Land of absolute
equality in misery and abject
poverty or economic and moral
servitude. Barak Obama, the
product of baby boom social
engineering and its “victory” over
racism seems to be the means by
which we lose the last of our
freedom and enter into the tyranny
of financial and political oligarchs.
(See Pravda article below)

American capitalism gone
with a whimper 

It must be said, that like the
breaking of a great dam, the
American decent into Marxism is
happening with breath taking
speed, against the back drop of a
passive, hapless sheeple, excuse me
dear reader, I meant people. 
True, the situation has been

well prepared on and off for the
past century, especially the past
twenty years. The initial testing
grounds was conducted upon our
Holy Russia and a bloody test it
was. But we Russians would not
just roll over and give up our
freedoms and our souls, no matter
how much money Wall Street
poured into the fists of the
Marxists. 
Those lessons were taken and

used to properly prepare the
American populace for the
surrender of their freedoms and
souls, to the whims of their elites
and betters. 
First, the population was

dumbed down through a
politicized and substandard
education system based on pop
culture, rather then the classics.
Americans know more about their
favorite TV dramas then the
drama in DC that directly affects
their lives. They care more for their
"right" to choke down a
McDonalds burger or a
BurgerKing burger than for their
constitutional rights. Then they
turn around and lecture us about
our rights and about our
"democracy". Pride blind the
foolish. 
Then their faith in God was

destroyed, until their churches, all
tens of thousands of different
"branches and denominations"
were for the most part little more
then Sunday circuses and their
televangelists and top protestant
mega preachers were more then
happy to sell out their souls and
flocks to be on the "winning" side
of one pseudo Marxist politician or
another. Their flocks may
complain, but when explained that
they would be on the "winning"
side, their flocks were ever so quick

to reject Christ in hopes for earthly
power. Even our Holy Orthodox
churches are scandalously
liberalized in America. 
The final collapse has come

with the election of Barack
Obama. His speed in the past three
months has been truly impressive.
His spending and money printing
has been a record setting, not just
in America's short history but in
the world. If this keeps up for more
then another year, and there is no
sign that it will not, America at
best will resemble the Wiemar
Republic and at worst Zimbabwe. 
These past two weeks have been

the most breath taking of all. First
came the announcement of a
planned redesign of the American
Byzantine tax system, by the very
thieves who used it to bankroll
their thefts, loses and swindles of
hundreds of billions of dollars.
These make our Russian oligarchs
look little more then ordinary
street thugs, in comparison. Yes,
the Americans have beat our own
thieves in the shear volumes.
Should we congratulate them? 
These men, of course, are not an

elected panel but made up of
appointees picked from the very
financial oligarchs and their
henchmen who are now gorging
themselves on trillions of
American dollars, in one bailout
after another. They are also
usurping the rights, duties and
powers of the American congress
(parliament). Again, congress has
put up little more then a whimper
to their masters. 
Then came Barack Obama's

command that GM's (General
Motor) president step down from
leadership of his company. That is
correct, dear reader, in the land of
"pure" free markets, the American
president now has the power, the
self given power, to fire CEOs and
we can assume other employees of
private companies, at will. Come
hither, go dither, the centurion
commands his minions. 
So it should be no surprise, that

the American president has
followed this up with a "bold"
move of declaring that he and
another group of unelected, chosen
stooges will now redesign the
entire automotive industry and will
even be the guarantee of
automobile policies. I am sure that
if given the chance, they would
happily try and redesign it for the
whole of the world, too. Prime
Minister Putin, less then two
months ago, warned Obama and
UK's Blair, not to follow the path
to Marxism, it only leads to
disaster. Apparently, even though
we suffered 70 years of this
Western sponsored horror show,
we know nothing, as foolish,

Pravda, from Page  4

The 4-Corners Liberty Restoration Group

Come meet with like minded American's trying to
take their government back.  Meetings are held twice a
month in Bayfield.          Please call (970) 884-9644 for
time & place.  Also come join us on the 4th of July in
the Bayfield parade were we are letting our voices be
heard!

Can’t be in Bayfield?  Let people you know in Bayfield
know about this and have them contact the above
number, or the Free Press... United we Stand!

See Pravda Page 22
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"Staying informed is really the best
preparation," Perini said. "What we want to do
here is to be an integral part of the overall
communications process and keep people
informed so that they can be prepared." 
Exercise participants agreed that the United

States will not be able to keep an influenza
pandemic from entering the country. Instead,
the common goal of all agencies represented is to
contain and mitigate the consequences of a
pandemic as much as possible. 
"We know it will have an impact," said Army

Col. Joe Bassani, chief of the plans division in
NORTHCOM's policy and planning
directorate. "We can't stop the pandemic from
having an impact. What we are concerned about
is what the long-term impact is going to be on
the homeland and what U.S. NORTHCOM
can do to assist civil authorities in limiting that
long-term impact." 
The last influenza pandemics to strike the

United States were in the 1960s, 1950s and
1910s. The most severe pandemic, in 1918-
1919, caused at least 500,000 deaths in the
United States and as many as 40 million deaths
worldwide. 
But "unlike previous pandemic influenzas,

this will be the first time in the history of
humanity that we actually have an opportunity
to plan in advance how we would respond to a
global pandemic," said Army Lt. Col. (Dr.) Dan
Bochicchio, vice chief surgeon of the National
Guard Bureau. 
About 40 percent of the U.S. work force

would be affected in a pandemic, and the virus
would probably spread through the population
in six- to eight-week "waves," Navy Capt. Lynn
Slepski, of the Department of Homeland
Security, said. With so many people unable to
perform their normal jobs, federal and state
agencies plan to assist with critical national
missions such as maintaining transportation and
distribution systems to ensure people have access
to food, medicines and other supplies. 
Although NORTHCOM is prepared to take

on more duties if requested by the president or
secretary of defense, the command's primary
mission will remain its "non-negotiable contract
with the American people to defend the
homeland," Bassani said. "We're here to support
and defend the nation." 
(Army Sgt. 1st Class Gail Braymen is

assigned to U.S. Northern Command.) 

NYC 9/11 Investigation Ballot
Initiative - Fellow Architect/Engineer
and other Petition Signers.

It looks like 2009 will be the breakthrough

year for
establishing a
real investigation
into the
destruction of
the three World
Trade Center
high-rise on
9/11.  At the San
Francisco AIA
c o n v e n t i o n ,
April 30 to May
2, about 60
architects signed
our petition
calling for a new
investigation, bringing the total number of
architects and engineers calling for a new
investigation to over 700. 
Out on the East coast, a different petition is

happening—one that we must support FULLY.
In the very city where these tragic events took
place, over 38,000 New Yorkers have so far
signed the petition calling for a citywide
referendum on the formation of a new,
independent, impartial investigation into the
events of September 11, 2001. When the voters
of New York City collect the required number of
signatures to put this referendum on the ballot
and pass it by majority vote, a new Commission
will be formed, this time consisting of pre-
selected individuals who will follow the evidence
wherever it may lead. Such a Commission will
give us the legally established venue to present
the evidence for the explosive controlled
demolition of the three WTC high-rises.
For over three years, Architects and

Engineers for 9/11 Truth have called upon
Congress to reopen the 9/11 investigation. Our
demand has fallen on deaf ears. Now, we have
the opportunity to help make this investigation
a reality. 
The dedicated team at NYCCAN in New

York City need OUR support. To guarantee
their referendum will make it on the ballot, they
must to collect 35,000 more signatures by the
end of June. Their goal is attainable if they have
adequate funding. Their petitioning staff has
become so effective that they collect 1 signature
for every dollar spent – “a buck a sig”, as they like
to put it.  If 2,000 of us donate only $25, they
will immediately raise the $50,000 needed for
the completion of their petitioning effort. And
with 75,000 signatures, the referendum will
indeed make it on the ballot. This donation must
be in addition to your ongoing support of
AE911Truth.org.  We cannot afford to lose any
of your valued support at this time – as our
upcoming architect convention projects are
equally important in the overall 9/11 truth
effort. 

Now is the time for us to put our money
where our heart is. Donate $25 right now, and
we will be able to present the evidence before an
independent, impartial Commission.  Now is the
time to support the New York City Coalition for
Accountability Now, because NYC CAN.
www.NYCCAN.org.

Special to the Free Press - Santa Fe
site of Thirsty Ear Festival, June 12-14,
2009

Southwest Roots Music & the SF Reporter
present the 10th annual Thirsty Ear Festival,
June 12-14, 2009 at Eaves Movie Ranch in
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Enjoy a variety of music
on 4 stages featuring entertainers like Keb' Mo,
Bela Fleck & Toumani Diabate, Indigenous,
Mary Gauthier, Alex Maryol, & dozens more.
In addition, we have kids' activities (with free
admission under 12), arts & crafts, small-batch
wines & microbrews, healthy food, educational
demonstrations, Cajun & Zydeco dance lessons,
& sustainable energy exhibits.  
Sunday is community day featuring local

bands & a $5 admission with a donation of 2
cans of food.  On site camping is available, &
festival tickets are on sale at the Lensic Box
Office (505-988-1234).  For more information,
please visit our website at
ThirstyEarFestival.com.  The Thirsty Ear
Festival is organized by Southwest Roots Music,
a 501(c)3 non-profit community organization.

Press Release from Page 19

"We can't drive our SUVs, and eat
whatever we want, and keep our homes
at 72 [degrees] all the time, whether we
live in the desert or the tundra, and keep
consuming 25% of the world's resources
with just 4% of the world's population...
That's not going to happen."   
Barack Obama

Trading Post Repair
Performance for the Mountains

ATV, Snowmobile and Small
Engine Repair
9974 West Highway 160
Pagosa Springs, CO  81147

7 miles west of Pagosa Springs
(970) 731 2622
Cell (970) 946-1015
hmp700@yahoo.com

Fine Tuned. . .
Ready to Roll. . .

Don’t waste your
precious time with
breakdowns!

Get it right. . . 
the first time!

WHERE'S THE BIRTH CERTIFICATE?

The electoral system has failed to satisfy lingering questions
about Barack Obama's eligibility to serve as president.  The press
has failed to satisfy those questions.  The courts have failed to
satisfy those questions.  The Congress has failed to satisfy those
questions. But the people are still asking.
That's how Joseph Farah, editor and chief executive officer of

WND, explains his new campaign to erect billboards around the
country.  He's calling it "the truth and transparency campaign."
In its first few weeks, the billboard campaign has been backed

by about $65,000 in donations.  Donate at WND.COM
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Letters to the Editor

Resources: The following are documents on the Southwest Free Press website, or links to other sites that provide detailed information on the various topics presented.
Use these documents to strengthen your knowledge and facts on government, finances and other issues.  Opinions are of no use to anyone if not supported by facts and truth.
"In times of universal deceit, telling the truth will be a revolutionary act." - George Orwell.  Get back copies of the Southhwest Free Press for the facts and resources you NEED
to be informed. (southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html). You can also “Google” or “YouTube” the various terms for great amounts of research information! Please note: All
web addresses online or in the PDF documents in the resource website, are “clickable.”  Simply click on them and you will be taken to the proper page!

Jekyll Island:  http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Jekyll Island-A NEW BEGINNING FOR AMERICA.pdf 

Alternative News Sources: http://www.alternet.org/ - http://www.rense.com/ - http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/
http://rawstory.com/ - http://www.truthdig.com/ - http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/ -
http://republicbroadcasting.org/
http://www.truthout.org/ - http://www.capitolhillblue.com/ - http://www.commondreams.org/ - http://www.jonesreport.com/
http://www.lewrockwell.com/ - http://www.afterdowningstreet.org/ - http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/
http://theinternationalforecaster.com/ - http://www.indymedia.org/en/index.shtml - http://aftermathnews.wordpress.com/
http://www.americanfreepress.net/ - http://www.abovetopsecret.com/ - http://www.antiwar.com/ -
http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/
http://whatreallyhappened.com/ - http://www.judicialwatch.org/ - http://www.opednews.com/ - http://www.unobserver.com/
http://www.naturalnews.com/

opportunities to respond were provided.  Silence
has been the only answer received. The federal
judiciary, properly petitioned, chose not to hear
the merits of the grievances, instead defending
the governmental acts via the sophistry of
judicial manipulation of words and concepts to
contrive conclusions circumventing truth for the
sake of political expediency.
This is why the need for Continental

Congress 2009.  In order to fully grasp the need
for Continental Congress 2009 we must, among
other things, distinguish between it and a
"constitutional convention." Simply put, the
latter, a "Con-con," is where unaccountable,
professional politicians could come together
under the constitution to sanction the powers of
government they have usurped and now control.
Were this to happen, politicians, under the guise
of political expediency, could potentially re-
write, even suspend the original intent and
powers of the constitution in such a way as to
altogether avoid accountability.  If not
answerable to the American People now, how
much less accountable might politicians be were
they to negate responsibility altogether through
the contrivance of a constitutional convention.
In contrast, Continental Congress 2009 is an
assembly of statesmen, delegates appointed
from among the Sovereign People of the fifty
American states coming together to hear and
resolve specific constitutional grievances against
rogue politicians and bureaucrats.
The intent behind Continental Congress

2009 is to bring together an assembly, not of
professional politicians, but of learned statesmen
who understand the principles of the
Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen united
States of America, who understand the

principles and intent underlying the
Constitution for the United States of America,
who understand that in America, sovereignty is
vested in and derived from the People, and who
understand that the original intent of the
constitution is to grant limited powers to a
government created to serve the American
States and the American People.
Finally, the intent of Continental Congress

2009 is to invoke the principles of the
Declaration of Independence as the interpretive
foundation of American government, and in so
doing to use the Constitution for the United
States of America as originally intended, as the
standard, the measuring rod of power delegated
to the federal government.  What could be
construed as analogous to a grand jury, the
statesmen of the Continental Congress 2009
will hear facts and law and juxtapose them to the
powers granted in the constitution to determine
whether there has been abuse or usurpation of
the constitutional delegation, thereafter
rendering finding of facts and conclusions of law
on the matters presented. Thereafter resolutions
will be passed concerning the matters heard,
including recommendations to the States and
the American People as to appropriate action to
be taken.
Bob Schulz will once again be in Colorado

Springs on June 8 at the City Auditorium Lon
Chaney Theater to speak relative to the
principles calling us to invoke our power as
Sovereign and holding rogue politicians and
bureaucrats to account. The evening event will
commence at approximately 6:00 PM. Also
speaking at the event will be several powerful
guests and the potential delegates to the
Continental Congress.
Please plan on attending if for nothing more

than a show of support relative to the

importance of the impact of Continental
Congress 2009.

David Justice, We the People Congress
Colorado State Coordinator

Los Alamos Security

What exactly is going on down there? I
would imagine there is a mile-long laundry list
of things happening in Los Alamos that would
give us all reasons to wonder and worry--but I'm
speaking specifically about the so-called security
force that is occupying the area. 
A week ago (May 20th through the 22nd)

my wife and I took part in the PS Jr. High
camping trip to Bandolier. The trip was
fantastic, and I highly recommend any parent
who's child might be on future trips to sign up-
-take the time off, and just go--you'll love it.  
There was, however, one ten-minute portion

of the entire trip that bothers the hell out of me.
Thursday evening, after seeing the Cauldera, we
continued into Los Alamos to take the kids to
the public pool for an evening swim. On the
highway just before entering Los Alamos from
the south side, we encountered a security
checkpoint and our driver was instructed to pull
over for a "routine inspection."  
Said inspection consisted of an armed

"guard" entering the bus, checking ID's of all
adults aboard, and then opening and inspecting
all the bus compartments. It was similar to a
basic border-crossing inspection in all respects
save one (and this is where I take serious issue):
the guard conducting the inspection was in
current-issue digital-green BDU's with a full
assortment duty-belt and sidearm, BUT there

Letters from Page 10

See Letters, Page 23

drunken Russians, so let our "wise" Anglo-
Saxon fools find out the folly of their own pride. 

Again, the American public has taken this
with barely a whimper...but a "freeman"
whimper. 

So, should it be any surprise to discover that
the Democratically controlled Congress of
America is working on passing a new regulation
that would give the American Treasury
department the power to set "fair" maximum
salaries, evaluate performance and control how
private companies give out pay raises and
bonuses? Senator Barney Franks, a social pervert

basking in his homosexuality (of course,
amongst the modern, enlightened American
societal norm, as well as that of the general
West, homosexuality is not only not a looked
down upon life choice, but is often praised as a
virtue) and his Marxist enlightenment, has led
this effort. He stresses that this only affects
companies that receive government monies, but
it is retroactive and taken to a logical extreme,
this would include any company or industry that
has ever received a tax break or incentive. 

The Russian owners of American companies
and industries should look thoughtfully at this
and the option of closing their facilities down
and fleeing the land of the Red as fast as

possible. In other words, divest while there is
still value left. 

The proud American will go down into his
slavery with out a fight, beating his chest and
proclaiming to the world, how free he really is.
The world will only snicker. 

Editor’s note:

Imagine... a communist country warning
Americans about the loss of their freedoms.
They realize that our freedoms affect the whole
world, and if we lose ours, what chance does the
rest of the planet have to really be free.  We have
an even greater responsibility now...

Pravda from Page 20



was absolutely NO identifying insignias on that
uniform---none, zip, zilch. There was no name-
tag, no branch insignia, no agency identification-
-NOTHING that would indicate who or what
this "guard" was representing. 
We were allowed to continue our way into

Los Alamos without further delay or incident,
but after a week has gone by, I'm still furious at
the idea. Los Alamos Research Facilities seem to
have been having a little trouble in the area of
"security breach" lately, so I'm not going to argue
the desire to keep track of the coming's and
going's near the facility. What I AM going to
raise issue with is the complete lack of identity
in said security. I did not raise question at the
time (though tempted)---in front of a bus-load
of teenagers is NOT the place or time to make a
scene of any kind. 
However, to those responsible for

maintaining security in and around the Los
Alamos Research Facility, I have this to say: If
you are going to detain, search, and enter a
school bus filled with teenagers (including
mine), especially while armed, YOU HAD
BETTER DAMN-WELL IDENTIFY
YOURSELF. I don't care how "official-looking"
you think your unflagged uniform is, how
neatly-pressed the creases are, or how impressive
you think the assortment of gadgets are that
hang on your belt---I had better be able to
identify who you are, and more importantly who
you answer to--otherwise, in my opinion and
experience, YOU are potentially a threat to me
and my kids. Even the cub scouts have an
American flag on their shoulder. If you don't
even have that displayed on your "official
uniform," you are on the wrong soil. 
So. . . Who are they? Are they DOD? DHS?

Some private security firm with the contract? I
have no idea---and that is what gives me the
greatest concern in this matter.

Jim Hills
Pagosa Springs

Durango Military Activies

I work for a local engineering company in
Durango and my work takes me all over
southwest Colorado. Over the past few months
I have been noticing a some strange goings on
with regards to the military in our area. when
you look at these things as alone they don't
strike me as being that out of place, however
when you add it all up it starts to look a bit odd. 
To start off about six months ago or more I

was working near the Durango/La Plata County
Air Port and witnessed on multiple days a V-22
Osprey doing what I thought to be "touch and
goes" on a separate occasion I witnessed a C130
doing what appeared to be the same thing. 
Now over the past few days I and a coworker

have witness numerous vehicles with fed. licence
plates and what appears to be US Army
personnel (known for the camo pattern on there
ACU's). Currently I would guess they have
about a 7-10 vehicles in town and it appears
there are more coming in every day. I have seen
there vehicles parked outside the Residence Inn
in Durango off US160 near US550. among the
vehicles I say an ambulance, what appeared to be
a "communications van", a few trucks, vans, and
a suburban with DHS plates. I should note that
all the vehicles are dark blue, unmarked, and
most have emergency lights. It appears like more
vehicles are coming into town every day and
with no military installations nearby this looks a

tad odd.  There may be a simple
explanation for this, but as of yet I have no
explanation that satisfies my curious
nature.    “John Doe”

911-inside job irrefutable

I watched the Architects and Engineers
for 9-11 truth. It is irrefutable. Where is
more information on the planes being
remote controlled and what really
happened on them? Were there really hijackers
on the planes?

Darlea Henderson

Editor’s Note:  The video you watched was
just a small part of the videos... as to remote
controlled... it is very likely... just Google the
terms "remote controlled jets 911."  There were
no “terrorists” on any of the planes.  In fact, at
least 6 of these “terrorists” have been identified
as alive and well in other countries.  
You can also go to

southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html
for a list of more sites to research... and now with
the new research study just released by Dr.
Steven Jones on the explosive “thermite” found
in the dust... things are continuing to unravel for
the government’s bogus “conspiracy theory” of
19 terrorists with boxcutters...

An Open Letter to President Obama

You are the thirteenth President under whom
I have lived and unlike any of the others, you
truly scare me.  
You scare me because after months of

exposure, I know nothing about you. 
You scare me because I do not know how you

paid for your expensive Ivy League education
and  your upscale lifestyle and housing  with no
visible signs of support.   
You scare me because you did not spend the

formative years of youth growing up in America
and culturally you are not an American. 
You scare me because you have never run a

company or met a payroll. 
You scare me because you have never had

military experience, thus don't understand it at
its core. 
You scare me because you lack humility  and

'class,' always  blaming others.   
You scare me because for over half your life

you have aligned yourself  with radical extremists
who hate America and you refuse to publicly
denounce these radicals who wish to see
America fail. 
You scare me because you are a cheerleader

for the 'blame America ' crowd and deliver this
message abroad. 
You scare me because you want to change

America to a European style country where the
government sector dominates instead of the
private sector. 
You scare me because you want to replace our

health care system with a government
controlled one. 
You scare me because you prefer 'wind mills'

to responsibly capitalizing on our own vast oil,
coal, and shale reserves' and securing electrical
power from our nuclear industry. 
You scare me because you want to kill the

American capitalist goose that lays the golden
egg which provides the highest standard of
living in the world. 
You scare me because you have begun to use

'extortion' tactics against certain banks and

corporations. 
You scare me because your own political party

shrinks from challenging you on your wild and
irresponsible spending proposals. 
You scare me because you will not openly

listen to or even consider opposing points of
view from intelligent people. 
You scare me because you falsely believe that

you are both omnipotent and omniscient. 
You scare me because the media gives you a

free pass on everything you do. 
You scare me because you demonize and want

to silence the Limbaughs, Hannitys, O'Rellys
and Becks who offer opposing, conservative
points of view. 
You scare me because you prefer controlling

over governing. 
Finally, you scare me because if you serve a

second term I will probably not feel safe in
writing a similar letter in 8 years. 

Lou Pritchett  
Editor’s Note: The author, Lou Pritchett, is

a well-known public speaker who retired after a
successful 36-year career as the VP World Sales
for Proctor and Gamble.

Spreading Freedom News

I did it!   I used my bicycle on Wed. to deliver
all except one bundle of papers in the Alamosa
area, hitting many stores and fast food places
that had not been listed as delivery points
before.  I will deliver the last bundle now, Friday
the 29th, if William Wallace has not been here
to do so in the interim.  Great articles in this last
edition, Jeff!  I may respond with a letter to the
editor or article in the future, time permitting.
I left some papers at the Sun Shine Laundry

on Market Street in Alamosa on Wed., and
came back this Friday to see if they needed
more, and they were all gone!  So I asked the
lady attendant if she had thrown them all away,
and she said no, they were taken by customers of
the laundromat, and that I could leave more, and
to list the name of her laundromat as one of the
places where the paper is regularly distributed!
Best wishes and keep on keepin on!  

Leon Moyer
Alamosa
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MadMax DC Ride - Update.

The Southwest Free Press is in regular
contact with “MadMax” Jim Gafney as he rides
across America.  Moving through Colorado,
and now around Dodge City, he continues to
draw not only individual interest but media
looking to interview him and tell his story.   
Jim states people all along the ride are not

only as upset as he is, they are signing the
petitions, providing donations and are as sick
and tired as he is of the direction our country is
headed.  Stay tuned for continuing details of
this ride, and visit the Southwest Free Press
Youtube site and watch the videos being
constantly updated.




